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A b str a c t
An experimental and  com putational investigation is m ade for the  turbulent flow 
field generated by a  jet discharging transversely into a confined moving stream . For 
jet to cross flow mean velocity ratios (R) equal to 2 and  4, measurem ents are made 
using a laser-D oppler velocimeter (LDV) in conjunction with a tracker processor. 
Q uantities m easured include mean velocities, turbulence intensities, turbulent shear 
stress, and dissipation rates of the turbulent kinetic enei gv. The jet flow Reynolds 
num bers investigated are 1.5 x  10* for R —2 and 3.0 x  104 for R = 4.
The struc tu red  nature  of the tu rbu len t flow field is docum ented from the s ta ­
tistical measurements. The autocorrelation functions are calculated from the in­
s tan taneous velocities using a direct Fourier transform  m ethod. The auto-spectral 
density functions are calculated via a Fast Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation 
functions. The integral length scale and the Taylor microscale are calculated from 
the autocorrelation functions using the Taylor hypothesis. The probability density 
function, skewness and flatness factors are calculated from the random ly sampled 
instantaneous velocities.
For the  velocity ratios (R) equal to 2, 4 and 6, calculation results are obtained by
solving the steady, three-dimensional elliptic forms of the Reynolds time-averaged 
equations. T he  finite-difference solution scheme is employed for the calculation 
procedure. The Reynolds stresses appearing in the time-averaged equations are 
calculated from the two equation k -f  model of turbulence.
C h a p ter  1 
In tr o d u c tio n
Turbulence is often referred to as the last unsolved problem in Newtonian m e­
chanics. Turbulent motion, a  flow condition in which the dependent field variables 
such as velocity, pressure and tem p era tu re  are random  both in space aud time, is 
receiving an ever growing degree of interest among engineers and scientists. In fact, 
the overwhelming percentage of flows which occur in N ature or are created by Man 
is tu rbu len t.  Since a deterministic approach to  turbulent motion is impossible due 
to its random ness, research in turbulent fluid mechanics has resorted to the use of 
experimental techniques and com putational schemes.
Recent advances in diagnostic techniques have injected new m om entum  and ex­
citement into turbulence research. As a consequence, a  num ber of new aspects 
and insights into tu rbu len t flows have been discovered. T he existence of coherent 
s tructures  is one good example. Such a discovery in turbulent flows has led to 
a  fundam ental reexam ination of our understanding of turbulence. It is now com ­
monly accepted th a t  large-scale coherent s tructures play im portan t roles in energy
1
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production, mixing and noise generation. The existence of coherent structures has 
been extensively reviewed by many investigators[l-4].
A number of turbulence modeling techniques together with improved numerical 
methods have been used as tools for the analysis of many engineering problems. Nu­
merical methods allow systematic variations of boundary conditions and geometric 
variables, and also provide information on quantities of interest simultaneously and 
economically in cost and time. However, numerical methods cannot yet resolve de­
tails of flow physics such as scales of turbulence and other time-evolving quantities 
at practically occurring Reynolds numbers[5]. Numerical methods in turbulence 
research supplement, rather than replace, experimental measurements.
In this study, a combined experimental and computational approach is made for 
the investigation of the turbulent flow field tha t results from the introduction of a jet 
transversely into a confined moving stream. The flow field is a basic configuration 
encountered in many real engineering problems such as V /STO L aerodynamics, 
the design of gas turbine combustors, the internal cooling of turbine blades, and 
hazardous waste disposal into bodies of water or the atmosphere. The ultimate 
objective of this study is to increase the understanding of the jet in a confined cross 
flow.
C h ap ter  2 
B ack grou n d
The flow of a turbulent jet issuing into a cross stream  is a  very complex one. The 
flow field is generally fully three dimensional. The literature review presented in 
this chapter reveals some of the essential features of the jet in a cross flow, including 
the following : (a) the transition of the jet trajectory from an initially vertical jet 
to one which becomes parallel with the cross flow ; (b) the production of a vortex 
pair in the kidney shaped cross-section ; and (c) the creation of a bluff-body type 
wake in the cross flow (Figure 2.1). If the jet impinges on the opposite wall in the 
confined configuration, additional complexities arise in the flow field.
Any a ttem pt to a tta in  a clearer understanding of these flows poses a great 
challenge for both the experimental techniques and prediction methods. Experi­
ence and developed insight and ingenuity are often required on the part of the 
researcher. Consider first the experimental challenge. Conventional measurement 
techniques such as pressure or hot-wire probes may not provide sufficiently accurate 
information. With conventional measurement techniques, the flow field with severe
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pressure gradients and strong s tream  curvatures is difficult to docum ent. These 
types of flows are extremely sensitive to local geometry and probe interference. 
Problem s associated with turbulent s truc ture  measurements are even more acute 
because the conventional m easurem ent techniques cannot follow the high turbulence 
fluctuations of the  flow field accurately. Accordingly, a laser-Doppler velocimeter 
(LDV) technique is often utilized.
T h e  LDV is growing in use for fluid measurements. It has distinct and su b s tan ­
tial advantages over the conventional m easurem ent techniques. One disadvantage 
is its expensive cost. The most ou tstanding  merit of the LDV is the fact that it is 
a non-intrusive measurement. The LDV technique with its inherent linear sensitiv­
ity allows accurate docum entation of highly turbulent flows and recirculating flows 
without d isturbing the flow field. Another im portan t merit of the LDV application 
is in the  faithful response of the LDV probe to the instantaneous velocities. This 
factor is essential for the measurem ents of length scales or power spectral densities. 
An extensive review of the LDV principles and applications to many types of flow 
is provided by D urst et al.[6).
Consider next the prediction challenge. Three possible prediction approaches 
are reviewed. T he first of these is the application of integral m ethods. These m e th ­
ods require many simplifying assumptions dealing with en tra inm ent functions and 
similarity profiles of the jet cross-section. The integral m ethods are only capable 
of modeling global effects, an'i thus are not considered here. The second approach
5
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is the application of the inviscid flow model (vortex model). T he model is effective 
simulating the propagating motion of the vortex in a La^rangian frame. The details 
of turbulent structures, however, cannot be resolved with this inviscid model.
The th ird  prediction m ethod, which is utilized in the com putational portion of 
this study, is the application of a numerical solution m ethod together with a com­
prehensive turbulence modeling technique. While a num ber of turbulence models 
have been developed previously and may be applicable to this problem(7,8), the 
tw o-equation k-c model of turbulence is employed. The objectives of this com pu ta ­
tional s tudy are twofold : (1) to determ ine the extent to which the present flow field 
can be represented by a com putational m ethod based on tim e-averaged equations 
and turbulence modeling techniques ; and (2) to complement the experim ental data.
Most of the previous experimental work has centered on a single jet in an u n ­
bounded cross flow. Keffer and Baines[9], K am otani and Greber[10), and Ramsey 
and Goldstein[l 1] provided m easurem ents of jet tra jectories, velocities and tem p er­
a tu re  profiles. It was observed th a t  the jet velocity and tem pera tu re  trajectories for 
a heated jet are mainly determ ined by the velocity ratio (or m om entum  ratio) and 
weakly dependent upon the density ratio. M cMahon et al.[12], Chassaing et al.(13j, 
and Moussa et al.[14] have m easured the near field of ihe jet and observed tha t 
the noteworthy feature of the velocity field is the presence of a  vortex pair in the 
kidney shaped cross-section. In view of recent advances in velocimetry, the velocity
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measurements reported, obtained by pressure or hot-w ire  probes, m ust be consid­
ered of uncertain precision due to the inability of this instrum enta tion  to accurately 
docum ent the reverse and highly turbulent flows in the near field regions.
T he only m easurem ents using the laser-Doppler velocimeter in this flow problem 
were reported by Crabb et. al.[15], who also provided an extensive review of previous 
work in this flow field up to 1980. The LDV was used in the near field (x /D  < 6) to 
m easure the mean velocity, turbulence intensities and shear stress for the velocity 
ratios of R =  1.15 and 2.3. Turbulence intensitiej reported in their measurements 
are extremely high, especially in the wake region (a m axim um  of local turbulence 
intensities is 75% at x /D  = 0 for R — 2.3). C rabb et al. observed th a t  locus of 
m axim um  velocity does not necessarily correspond to fluid from the jet exit, tha t 
is, the dow nstream  regions of higher velocity are composed of mainly free stream  
fluid, Further investigations are neccesary to  verify this result.
For low velocity ratios (R < 2), the turbulent kinetic energy and the three 
com ponents of the shear stress were m easured by Andreopoulos and Rodi(lfi) using 
a three sensor hot-w ire  probe. Their m easurem ents, supported  by the visualization 
study of Foss[l7], corroborate  the essential features of a jet in crossflow, previously 
reported by other investigators[9, 10, 11, 15]. The velocity fluctuation statistics and 
the velocity-tem perature  fluctuation statistics were reported by Andreopoulos[18, 
19]. One im portan t observation from the results of this investigator is the  fact tha t ,  
at low velocity ratios (R < 2), the mean velocity and the mean tem p era tu re  profiles,
which were initially fully-developed pipe flows, are found to be considerably skewed 
dow nstream  at the  je t exit plane, indicating interactions between the jet s tream  and 
the cross s tream  prior to  the jet exhaust.
Research of relevance to V /S T O L  aerodynamics has been performed mainly by 
NASA Langley research groups[20-22] with the  review of Skifstud[23] summarizing 
the progress until 1970. T he prim ary  interest is in the pressure distribution on 
the plate through which the jet exhausts. It is well known th a t ,  when a V /S T O L  
aircraft is in transition phase, the  interaction between the jet s tream  and the  main 
s tream  induces a pressure loading on the surface, which results in significant effects 
on lift and pitching m om ent of the aircraft. Recent works by Fearn and Weston[24] 
and  Taylor and Watkins[25] extended earlier investigations in this field by including 
the variational effects of the jet angle and velocity ratios.
Few m easurem ents have been reported  for the confined configuration. Stoy and 
Ben-Haiin[26] reported m easurem ents of jet tra jectories for a  single blockage ratio 
(H /D  —3.05) and provided empirical correlations of the  impingement point in terms 
of the velocity ratios for 2.5 < R < 7.0. Their m easurem ents confined attention 
to ranges of param eters  applicable to the impingement cooling of turb ine blades. 
Holdeman and Walker[27] investigated a  geometry relevant to diffusion air jets  in 
gas-tu rb ine  com bustion chambers. Their measurem ents encompassed tem pera tu re  
fields for bo th  a  single jet and a row of jets in a  confined crossflow. These d a ta  were 
then used to  develop correlations characterizing the behavior of the je t  in terms of
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flow and  geometric variables. K am otani and Greber[28] presented both velocity and 
tem p era tu re  measurem ents of a  single je t,  a row of jets  and two opposing jets in a 
crossflow. It is the  au th o r 's  opinion th a t  no docum entation  of tu rbu len t quantities 
for the confined problem with im pingem ent has been reported  in the literature.
T he  theoretical work addressing this problem has mainly involved application 
of integral methods[29,30]. The m ethods are based on the  similarity assum ptions of 
the velocity profile across the  jet cross-section so th a t  the original partial differential 
equations can be reduced to ord inary  ones. The integral m ethods are only applicable 
to situations where the discharge creates the je t- ty p e  flow, th a t  is, the j e t ’s cross- 
sectional shape is not significantly altered by walls or free surfaces. T he global 
effects of turbulence can be simulated in these m ethods, using further semi-empirical 
inputs regarding the  entra inm ent law and the jet cross-sectional shape (usually 
assumed to be circular). The la tter  restriction has been removed by Adler and 
Baron[3l] who succeeded in predicting a k idney-shaped jet cross-section with their 
integral approach. The m ethods are well justified only if the gross features of 
jet development such as jet tra jectories or the j e t ’s penetration distance into the 
surrounding m edium  are considered (not the viscous effect or en tra inm ent) .
A nother predictive m ethod applied to this problem is the application of potential 
flow theo ry [32-34]. In this approach, the jet is replaced with two coun te r-ro ta ting  
vortices or with a sink-doublet singularity distribution. The motivation for their
10
inclusion in the shear flow is to simulate the rolling-up motion of vortices using a 
Lagrangian point of view[35]. The m ethod also yields several im portan t variables 
with sufficient accuracy, including the surface pressure distribution and vortex spac­
ing and trajectories. T he most significant drawback to this model is the neglect of 
viscous effects. Karagozian[36] included the viscosity by replacing the vortex s tru c ­
tures with two Rankine vortices (solid-body rota tion plus potential vortex), but 
this crude inclusion of the viscosity cannot properly account for the dom inant phe­
nom ena of viscous action in this flow field.
The predictive m ethods described ad ap t  highly idealized flow models and require 
empirical inputs  with too m any assumptions and approximations for the m ethods 
to possess much bread th  of applicability. Along with the development in numerical 
m ethods, it is now possible to use a sophisticated turbulence model to  obtain  nu­
merical results for this complex flow. T he  im portan t requirem ents for a  useful model 
are such tha t  it be relatively simple yet capable of accounting for m ost phenomena 
with m inim um  approxim ations and assumptions. While a num ber of turbulence 
models have been developed and tested previously[7], the tw o-equation k-e model 
of turbulence is the most useful for this problem.
Calculation m ethods of the numerical type (finite-element or finite-difference) 
applied to jets  in a crossflow are reported by several investigators. Patankar et 
al.[37] employed a finite-difference scheme together with the tw o-equation tu rb u ­
lence model to  com pute the single jet in a crossflow with relatively large values
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of R (2 to 10). Their com putation  of mainflow characteristics like jet trajectories, 
com pared to  experim ents of Keffer and Bains[9] and Ramsey and Goldstein[l 1 ], was 
fairly good, but sufficient resolution was not possible for the axial velocity profiles. 
Bergles et al.[38j and Tetchell[39) applied a calculation method similar to th a t  of 
Pa tankar  et al.[37] to calculate the flow from a row of jets in a crossflow. Since 
Bergles et al. and Tetchell were interested primarily in the  external cooling prob­
lem, they considered very low velocity ratios ( R <0.3). Thus, numerical schemes in 
these two literatures were restricted to cases where no negative velocities occured. 
Tatchell[39] showed th a t  the parabolic m ethod  failed to give realistic results even 
for the  velocity ratio  R as low as 0.1. Rodi and Srivasta[40] developed a partialfy- 
parabolic finite-difference calculation procedure in which the regions of reverse flow 
are handled using a locally elliptic procedure. The m ethod  is more economical in 
com puter tim e and  particularity in com puter storage than  a fully three-dim ensional 
elliptic m ethod , bu t  the applicability of the numerical scheme is again restricted to 
low velocity ratios (R < 0.3).
Fully three-dim ensional elliptic finite- difference schemes are reported by Khan 
et al.[4lj and Demuren(42] for the calculation oi a row of jets in the confined s itua­
tion. K han et al. discussed the fact th a t  the k -f  model did not adequately resolve 
the high complexity of turbulence in the wake region and the results were grid in 
dependent in the  initial region (x /D  ^  4.0). Recently, Sykes et al.[43] applied a 
quasi-equilibrium  version of the Reynolds-stress closure model to the unconfined
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problem. The model uses a very crude estimation of the length scalt as L -  0,25 D 
+ 0.025 x. This relation indicates that the length scale is only dependent on the ax­
ial distance from the the jet discharge hole and independent of the vertical distance. 
The length scale measurements of this study (presented in Chapter 5) show signifi­
cant variations along the vertical distance. Consequently, the prediction of velority 
and scalar field in their results[43), compared to experimental da ta  of Andrepoulos 
and Rodi[16], is not precise. This numerical m ethod, however, effectively illustrates 
the dependence of vorticity dynamics on velocity ratios. Sykes et al. demonstrated 
tha t ,  for a  large velocity ratio, the source of the streamwise vorticity can be readily 
traced back to the original streamwise vorticity in the sides of the vertical jet.
The review of the previous experimental and numerical work clearly reflects 
both the practical importance of the flow situation and the difficulty of providing a 
comprehensive treatm ent either analytically or experimentally. This work extends 
the previous work. Particular emphasis will be placed on the effects of the confining 
surface on the flow field, which has been heretofore ignored.
C h ap ter  3 
E x p er im en ta l S y stem  and  
M easu rem en t P ro ced u res
Traditionally, researchers in experimental fluid mechanics have relied on in tru­
sive probes to obtain information on quantities of interest, such as velocity and 
pressure. Pressure probes or hot-wire probes are still undoubtedly im portant tools 
for analyzing many fluid dynamic problems. However, as the challenges facing the 
experimenter grow with increasing turbulent fluctuations, and even more acutely 
as the levels of fluid dynamic interest grow and become sophisticated, the conven­
tional measurement techniques with the heuristic and limited applicability are now 
being replaced by a new measurement technique with distinct and substantial ad ­
vantages. This experimental study is thus concerned with a non-intrusive, optical 




3 .1  P r in c ip le s  o f  L a se r —D o p p le r  V e lo c im e te r
The development of the continuous gas laser m ade possible the use of the  Doppler 
effect as an optical, non intrusive m ethod for m easuring the velocity for gases, liq­
uids and solids. The optical technique represented by the formation of interference 
pa tte rns  of laser light allows the determ ination of particle velocity by measuring 
the transit time of the  particle across a known num ber of interference fringes. This 
technique, which can be used in a num ber of different ways, is referred to  as laser- 
Doppler velocimeter (LDV) T he first application in fluid mechanics was described 
by Yeh and Cummins[44] in 1964, who m easured velocities in a  fully-developed 
lam inar pipe flow of water.
The LDV optical arrangem ent used in this s tudy is the  dua l-beam  mode. Two 
intersecting light beams of equal intensity produce a fringe p a tte rn  within their 
volume of intersection (Figure 3,1). The distance, d f , between fringes is given by 
the  relationship :
d{ ~ 2 s in (0 /2 )
where A is the wavelength of the light and 9 is the  angle between the two beams.
The laser beam s may be described as plane waves with a  Gaussian distribution 
of light intensity at the beam  cross-section. Suppose tha t  two laser beam s with fre­
quencies of /oi and / 0 2  p ropagate in two different directions, and respectively, 
A small particle passing through the intersection of the beam s will scatte r  light, 




d f  — fringe spacing
d,„ — p ro b e  volum e d ia m e te r
Ipm — p ro b e  volum e len g th
( b )
Figure 3.1: Principles of dual-beam  LDV : (a) vector d iagram , (b) fringe formation
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cle velocity. The two shifted frequencies from the two laser beam s in the scattering
direction e, can be expressed in terms of the particle velocity Vp, the scattering
direction e#, and the wave length of the laser beams A :
/ ,  =  / . ,  +■ , 3 . 2 )
f i  -  h i  +  ~  f i -  ( 3 .3 )
The detector actually measures the difference between the two shifted frequencies, 
/ 1 and / j .  The difference frequency, fd{— f \  ~ f i ) ,  is called the Doppler frequency 
and is given by :
VP • (e 2  -  ei)
f d  -  / .  + “ -------------™  (3.4)
where /*( =  /oi — /oi) is the frequency shift between the two incident beams. The 
frequency shift can be set a t  a desired value by a Bragg cell unit placed in the 
optical system. The frequency shift enables a determ ination of the flow direction. 
In term s of the velocity normal to the laser axis and the  intersection angle of two 
beam s, the Doppler frequency may be rewritten :
f i  = f '  + (3 5)
T he  above relationship implies that the  LDV system has a  unique response to
the  fluid velocity. The m easurem ent is based on the stability and  linearity of optical 
electromagnetic waves and is only weakly affected by o ther physical param eters  such 
as tem p era tu re  and  pressure. However, as in the case of its main com petitor, the 
hot-w ire  anem om eter, the application of the LDV to turbulence m easurem ents is
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not trivial. This is due to sources of LDV errors in turbulence measurements. The 
difficulties facing experimenters grow with increasing turbulent fluctuations. Typi­
cal examples of errors are phase fluctuations of particles and velocity biasing errors 
due to nonuniformly distributed particle concentrations. The principal sources of 
LDV errors have been reviewed by Buchhave et al.[45j.
3 .2  F lo w  C o n fig u ra tio n
The experiments are performed in a subsonic wind tunnel in the Experimental 
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of the Mechanical Engineering Department at Louisiana 
State University. The dimensions of the test section are 60 cm wide, 45 cm high, 
and 180 cm long. The nearly uniform flow in the test section is attained by routing 
the airflow through a 1 2 : 1  contraction section and flow straightening honeycomb 
tubes. The free stream turbulence intensity is less than 0.8% in the range of tunnel 
velocities (9.5-50.0 m /s). Optical access for the LDA measurements is provided 
through a removable plexiglass wall in the test section.
The jet stream is supplied from the laboratory’s compressed air line and adjusted 
by a high-precision pressure regulator. In order to minimize the effect of the tunnel 
wall boundary layer, the jet exit is mounted flush in a flat plate located 1 2  cm 
above the bottom  wall of the tunnel and the jet is aligned with the test section 
center line. A top plate is similarity mounted inside the test section of the tunnel, 
and its distance from the wall is adjusted such that H /D  — 10. The plates, which are 
made of 60 cm wide, 180 cm long, and 0 . 6  cm thick plexiglass, have been carefully
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contoured at the leading edges to insure smooth transition of the tunnel flow.
Special care is taken to obtain a flat velocity profile and low turbulence intensity 
at the nozzle exit. This is accomplished by use of a settling cham ber, a fine mesh 
screen and a sm ooth shaped contraction section with the contraction ra*io of lb  : 
1 through a 6.7 cm length (Figure 3.2). Variation of the mean velocity ratio values 
(R) is achieved by adjustm ent of the compressed air line pressure regulator while 
keeping the  tunnel flow speed at 9.5 m /s . T he m axim um  obtainable jet velocity is 
approxim ately 50.0 m /s  and the corresponding Reynolds number based on the 1.27 
cm jet diam eter is 3.8 x 104. The Reynolds numbers investigated are 1.5 x 1 0 4  for 
R = 2 and 3.0 x ID4  for R = 4. T he assum ption of the sym m etry of the entire flow 
field about plane, z = 0, is validated. T he jet flow and the tunnel flow are seeded 
independently with olive oil particles by use of an aerosol generator for tunnel flow 
and a pneum atic tool lubricator for jet flow. A laboratory  schematic of the entire 
experim ental system is presented in Figure 3.3.
3 .3  O p t ic a l  C o m p o n e n t s  o f  L D V  S y s t e m
The LDA optical arrangem ent has been constructed from Dantec 55X M odular 
Optics components (Figure 3.4). A Spectra Physics Mode! 106-1 He Ne laser rated 
at 15 m W  provides a monochromatic, coherent light source of wavelength A ■= 632.8 
nm  and  beam  diam eter 0.68 m m  at 1 /e 3 points. The beam  splits into two parallel 
beam s of equal intensity by passing through a beam  splitter module. The frequency 
of one beam  is upshifted 40 MHz by the Bragg cell which is driven by the frequency
1.27 cm I. D.
6 .7  c m
£
5 .1  c m  I .  D .  s e t t l i n g  c h a m b e r
10  x 1 0  m e s h  s c r e e n
p r e s s u r e  r e g u l a t o r
s e e d i n g  d e v i c e  
n e e d l e  v a l v e
c o m p r e s s e d  a i r  l i n e
Figure 3.2: The jet flow system
<o
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Figure 3.3: Laboratory schematic of the experimental system
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shifter. The o ther beam  is displaced by the displacer module. The shifted frequency 
causes the interference fringes in the probe volume to move with a velocity Vj — 
4 0 A // / r  x  d f , where df  is the fringe spacing. This capability allows the  user to 
determ ine the direction of the flow.
T he emerging unshifted and shifted beams pass through the backscatter section 
and are fed to  the beam  transla tor, which adjusts the intersection angle by reducing 
the beam separation distance from 60 m m  to 13 m m  - 39 inni. The beams then 
proceed through the beam expander which expands the parallel incoming beams by 
a factor, 1.95 and thereby decreases the size of the probe volume by the same factor, 
approximately quadrupling the light intensity. The beam s leave the  beam  expander 
and  pass through a 600 m m  focal length lens which focusses tln.ni to  a point. When 
a  beam  separation distance of 39 mm is selected at the beam  transla tor,  the beam 
separation distance of 76 m m  at the front lens and a intersection angle of 7.25° 
result.
T he light scattered from seeding particles passing through  the  probe volume 
is collected in the backward direction by the photomultiplier (PM ) optics module. 
This module, with a 150 m m  focal length lens, focuses the collected light into a 
pinhole apertu re  of 0 . 1  m m  diameter. The PM section which acts as a spatial filter 
converts the photon flux to an electric signal.
T he optical se t-u p  described is a one component backward scatter system o p ­
era ting  in the  fringe-Doppler mode. The assembled LDV system  can ro ta te  360
1. He-Ne LASER 6. BEAM TRANSLATOR
2 . BEAM SPLITTER 7. BEAM EXPANDER
3. BRAGG CELL 8 . FRONT LENS
4. BEAM DISPLACER 9. PM OPTICS
S. BACKSCATTER SECTION 10. PM SECTION




Table 3.1: The LDV param eters
Param eters Values
He-Ne laser rated  at 15 mW A = 632.8 rim
Calibration Factor, Vx/ { f tl -  — / , ) 5.0 (m /s ) /(M H z )
Fringe Spacing, df 5.0 p  m
N um ber of Fringes, Nf 45
Probe volume length, Ip̂ 3.6 mm
Probe volume diam eter, d ^ 0.25 mm
Beam intersection Angle, $ 7.25°
degrees as well as traverse in three-dimensions.
T he  LDV actually measures the instantaneous velocity of small particles sus­
pended in the flow. Hence, the particles must be small to follow the local velocity 
of the  flow. As mentioned before, the wind tunnel flow and the jet s tream  are 
seeded with olive oil particles. For the seeding m ethod used, the m ean oil droplet 
d iam eter is estim ated  to range from 0.8-3.0 pm . This particle d iam eter range is 
appropria te  to follow air flows where turbulence frequencies exceed 1 KHz[6 ]. The 
LDV param eters  for velocity m easurem ents are summ arized in Table 3.1.
3 .4  S ig n a l  P r o c e s s in g  a n d  D a t a  A c q u is i t io n
A m ethod for signal processing and d a ta  acquisition is vital in LDV application. 
The o u tp u t  signal from the PM consists of the sum  of the Doppler frequency repre­
senting the  velocity and the 40 MHz shifted frequency. In order to achieve optim um  
resolution and  noise filtering in the signal analysis equipm ent, the signal is fed to 
the mixer (frequency shifter) to be electronically down shifted. The effective shift
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of the Doppler frequency f ,  can be selected to  a desired level from i l O  KHz to ± 
9 MHz.
Characteristics of the Doppler signal are shown Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5 fa), the 
envelope (top  dotted line) indicates the Gaussian light intensity distribution in the 
probe volume and the solid line is the DC com ponent of light intensity (pedestal). 
T he drop and  rise p a tte rn  of light intensity in Figure 3.5 (a), resulting from the 
consecutive bright and dark  fringes, contains the frequency information from which 
the velocity information is extracted.
The electronic mixer o u tp u t  signal is analyzed by a TS1 Tracker Type 1090. The 
signals are first amplified to an op tim um  signal to-noise ratio and passed through 
selectable band pass filters prior to the signal analysis. The high pass filters remove 
the DC com ponent of the signal (pedestal) and the low pass filters remove the high 
frequency noise. T he ban d -p ass  filtered Doppler signal is shown in Figure 3.5 (b). 
The tracker is a phase locked loop (PLL) device. T he processor locks on to the 
Doppler frequency and continues to track the instantaneous Doppler frequency as 
long as the  internal servo-loop stays locked. Detailed in terpretations of the PLL 
principle may be found in the references(6,46].
The continuous nature  of the tracker o u tp u t  allows the mean and m is  quantities 
to be read directly on appropriate  meters. Figure 3.6 (b), from reference[47j, shows 
the continuous velocity trace from the tracker ou tpu t.  The signal usually contains 











F i g u r e  3 .5 :  V a r i o u s  t y p e s  o f  D o p p l e r  s i g n a l s  : ( a )  d e t e c t o r  s i g n a l  ( / / j - D o p p l e r  
l i g h t  i n t e n s i t y  a n d  / / ^ - p e d e s t a l  l i g h t  i n t e n s i t y ) ,  ( b )  b a n d - p a s s  f i l t e r e d  s i g n a l ,  ( c )  
m u l t i - p a r t i c l e  s i g n a l
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in the probe volume (called the ambiguity noise). T he errors in the mean and 
rms velocities due to the noise are not significant[45]. However, at a certain noise 
level, the tracker cannot lock on to  the instantaneous Doppler frequency. The 
term “d ro p -o u t” refers to a  condition in which the tracker is not locked on to the 
instantaneous frequency of the Doppler signal. T he drop out also arises in sparsely 
seeded flows ( in high speed air flows). Fortunately, when the tracker enters the 
d ro p -o u t  condition, a protection circuit of the tracker (sample and hold circuit) is 
used to lock the  loop on the last m easured frequency and hold the frequency until 
a valid Doppler signal is retrieved (see Figure 3.6 (c )). Although continuous d a ta  
ou tp u t  is recovered in this way, the errors in the mean and RMS of the o u tp u t  are 
present as well as the missing of the high frequency end of the d ro p -o u t signal. 
These errors are referred to  as statistically biased errors. Dependent on the  flow 
condition and m easurem ent location, the velocity signal in this s tudy exhibits either 
the continuous condition with high frequency noise shown in Figure 3.6 (b) or the 
drop out condition in Figure 3.6 (c). T he d ro p -o u t signal generally arises in highly 
sheared regions where the rapid transition between the jet s tream  and the cross 
s tream  occurs.
The errors can be significantly reduced by appropria te  correction m ethods using 
com puter analysis. Since com puters operate  on discrete d a ta  points, the resulting 
d a ta  can be weighted by the time duration  which is held between successive Doppler 
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F i g u r e  3 .6 :  V a r i o u s  t y p e s  o f  i n s t a n t a n e o u s  v e lo c i ty  t r a c e  ; ( a )  a c t u a l  t r a c e  o f  t u r ­
b u l e n t  v e lo c i ty ,  ( b )  t r a c k e r  o u t p u t  s ig n a l ,  ( c )  d r o p - o u t  c o n d i t i o n
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autocorrelation and spectrum  analysis also can be obtained by com puter analysis.
T he  d a ta  acquisition system of the this study consists of analog instrum ents as 
well as a digital system (Figure 3.3). T he analog system includes an integrator, 
DC and RMS voltmeters and a spectrum  analyzer. When the digital system is 
employed, the analog signal from the tracker is first converted into digital signal 
through  16 bit A /D  converter and stored in the microprocessors’s user memory. 
The d a ta  is then stored on the floppy disk for further analysis. Software is written 
for translating  the acquired d a ta  into the decimal scale.
The com puter system of this study is an Apple II m icrocomputer with one 
inch disk driver. The mean and rtns velocities are displayed on the m onitor and the 
stored d a ta  are later transfered to  the d a ta  reduction com puter (IBM 3090) when 
further statistical analysis is desired. T he Doppler signal and the velocity signal 
are also simultaneously monitored on an oscilloscope. The use of both  the analog 
system and the digital system has unique advantage over the use one of those in 
tha t  accuracy and validation of the d a ta  can be easily assesed, and simultaneous 
d a ta  reading and recording can be performed.
3 .5  D a t a  A n a ly s is
As discussed in the previous section, the desirable m ethod in the LDV m ea­
surem ent is to  ob ta in  the  signal which is continuous in time. When the LDV is 
used in a large scale wind tunnel, or the speed of interest is sufficiently high, the 
am ount of particle seeding in the flow required for continuous scattering becomes
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prohibitively large. In addition, the inherent noise problems in LDV applications 
make it difficult to obtain a continuous velocity signal. Another limiting factor, 
usually arising in the statistical measurements, is the storage limit of the currently 
available d a ta  acquisition system. This section describes the mathematical devel­
opment and calculation methods of statistical parameters, with considerations of 
the signal d rop-ou t and storage limit.
3.5.1 M ean , RM S, Skewness, and F la tness
The moments of the instantaneous velocities are calculated by statistical analy­
sis. The straight arithmetic averages of the moment calculations provide sufficiently 
accurate results when the sampled da ta  are uniformly distributed in time. P racti­
cally, this uniform distribution is difficult to obtain. The main obstacle to this is the 
signal d rop-ou t and velocity bias. Therefore, two types of correction methods are 
introduced, the residence time weighting for the signal d rop-ou t and the velocity 
bias correction for the velocity bias. In the first method, the individual realization 
of the i th sampled da ta  Vt is weighted by the resident time A tt of the realization V,. 
The residence time referred to here is the time which the tracker (sample and hold 
circuit) holds one valid Doppler signal until a new valid signal is retrieved ( see Fig­
ure 3.6 (c)). The weighting is automatically achieved by selecting the sampling rate 
less than  the drop-ou t period. The velocity bias arises due to the proportionality of 
particle flux through the measurement volume to the instantaneous velocity. This 
fact can be easily visualized from the mass conservation of particles. This gives rise
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to a statistical bias towards higher velocities. Therefore, the correction factor must 
be the inverse of the velocity.
If Vt is the instantaneous velocity and N the num ber of samples taken, then the 
corrected forms of the moment calculations are as follows :
M e a n  —
R M S  = 
S k e w n e s s  
Flatness
E i =l { V i - V Y W j






* 4 E i l i  w,
where W t is the velocity bias correction function represented by W, — |V,| V is 
the m ean velocity, and <7 is the rm s velocity (s tandard  deviation). Discrepancies 
between the corrected and uncorrected averages are quantified to  be a m axim um  
4% in the mean velocity and 7% in the rms velocity for the turbulent fluctuations 
up  to  2 0 %.
One further consideration in regard to the moment calculations is what sample 
size and  sampling ra te  ( samples per second here) provide acceptable accuracy 
and  minimize the com putational effort. T he optimization of the sample size and 
the sampling ra te  is essential due to  the storage limit of current d a ta  acquisition 
system. Yanta and  Smith[48] provided the approxim ate solution to the question of 
how m any d a ta  are necessary to obtain good statistical param eters. Their analysis is 
based on the assum ption th a t  the turbulence is Caussian ( i.e. isotropic turbulence).
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One interesting result of their analysis is th a t  the num ber of d a ta  points required 
is dependent upon the local flow conditions, i.e. the  local turbulence intensity. For 
example, with 2 0 % turbulence intensity, more than  1600 samples are required for 
95% confidence limit and less than  1% error in the m ean value. A similar analysis by 
Bates and  Hughs[49j showed th a t  the mean, rms, skewness and flatness are rnamly 
dependent on the  sample size and weakly dependent on the sampling rate. T he  
analysis of this s tudy on sample size and sampling rate requirements is based on 
these two previous studies, but is quantified by preliminary tests.
The effects of sample size on the  m ean, rms, skewness and  flatness values are 
shown in Figure 3.7 for R = 2 at one specific point (x /D = 4 ,  y / D ^ 6  and  z /D  = 0). The 
sampling rate is fixed at 2 KHz for all quantities. As can be seen from the figure, 
no appreciable variations appear in the mean velocity and turbulence intensity 
curves. The variation of the mean velocity as N increases from 200 to 5200 is 
not noticeable and the corresponding variation of turbulence intensity is at most 
0.37% (rm s variation about the average turbulence intensity from N — 200 to 5200). 
A sample size N — 103  is used for the subsequent calculations of m ean velocities 
and turbulence intensities. The errors are expected to be less than  5% for both  
quantities.
On the  other hand, the skewness and the flatness factors only tend  to  converge 
with a sufficiently targe sample size ( N > 3000), and  the scatter in both  quantities 
decreases as the  sample size increases. In view of this result, the sample size, N =
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2560, which is used for the skewness and flatness factors presented in Chapter 5, 
may not be sufficiently large to obtain highly accurate results, But, recalling the 
limited ability of the da ta  acquisition system, a qualitative and some quantitative 
information on the turbulent structure would be provided from these measurements.
3.5.2 R eynolds S tress
Since the LDV system is an one-component measurement, the Reynolds stress is 
calculated by averaging the projections of the velocity fluctuations in a plane[6,48]. 
If the axis of LDA Optics rotates, for example in the x-y plane, to 0, + o ,  and -a 
degrees with respect to the x-axis at a point, the three components of the Reynolds 
stresses can be expressed as
“  (3.10)
2'Cos3( ■+■ a ) f  cos!( a )
u 2 =
v2 =
u \ a + u 2_
sin2 ( + a )  sinJ( - a )  0  sinJ(-ba) + sinJ( —a)
_ 1 




cos( -t-o) s in (+ «)  + cos( -  a )  sin( - a )
Other components of the Reynolds stress can be obtained by projecting the instan­
taneous velocity components in their planes.
3.5.3 C orre la tions, L ength  Scales and  Pow er S pec tra l D en­
sities
The calculations are executed on the IBM 3090 main frame com puter after data



















N U MB E R  OF S A M P L E S
F i g u r e  3 .7 :  E f f e c t s  o f  s a m p l e  s ize  o n  s t a t i s t i c a J  p a r a m e t e r s  ( s a m p l i n g  r a t e  =  2 
K H z )
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m easurem ents is the acquisition of turbulent scale information. A m ethod  is devised 
to overcome obstacles due to limited storage space available and the existence of 
periods of the signal d rop -ou t.
The autocorrelation functions are fir^t calculated. The autocorrelation function 
of the longitudinal velocity component at a delay time, r ,  is customarily defined as
«<T> = = I7 ^ = T 7 i  <3 -13>
U 2 U ‘ l
where u = u (x ,y ,  z , t )  and u* = u ( x , y , z , t  +- r ) .  The overbar in this equation de­
notes the tim e average. The autocorrelation function can be evaluated by com puter 
analysis for each delay time, r  -  rnA( with m ~ 0, T 1, ± 2 , ...., :t A4, using the d a ta  
samples of u(t)  corresponding to  / =  n A / with n ~ 0, ±1, ±2, ...., TV or
j  / V - A f - l
T?(mAt) = y .  « (n A t)u ((n  + m )A f)  f o r  |m| < M  (3.14)
n  =  M
where N is the total num ber of velocity samples and  the tim e delay is r  ~ m A f. 
In general, the sample time, (TV - l )A t ,  m ust be at least an order of m agnitude 
greater than  both  the  longest time scale of the flow field and  the m axim um  delay 
time, r moi — ( M  — 1 )A r .  The estim ated  error is proportional to TV “ as N becomes 
large. However, for N =  IM, and I > 3, there exists an efficient algorithm to  calculate 
the autocorrelation function based on a Fast Fourier Transform (F F T )  analysis[50|, 
T he  longitudinal integral scale is a convenient measure of the linear extent of 
the region within which velocities are appreciably correlated. M athem atica lly[51]
L = H  f { r ) d r  (3.15)
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where f(r) is the longitudinal velocity correlation coefficient. When the longitudinal 
correlation coefficient cannot be directly obtained by a one-com ponent measure­
m ent system, the integral length scale is conventionally calculated using the Tay­
lor’s hypothesis{52,53). By rewriting the Eq. 3.15 in terms of the  autocorrelation 
coefficient, R ( t ),  we obtain
L — Uc R { r ) d r  (3.16)
J o
where Ut is the  local mean velocity. Typically the upper limit is chosen at the value 
of r  where R (r )  first crosses the r  axis.
The Taylor microscale is grapically obtained from the longitudinal correlation 
coefficient by fitting a parabola  near the origin of the coefficient. The Taylor mi­
croscale approximately represents the eddy size where dissipation of turbulent ki­
netic energy is m ost effective.
By expanding f(r) in a Taylor series, and by taking into account the sym m etry 
of f(r) with respect to r, the behaviour of f(r) in the neighborhood of the origin is 
expressed as
i XfH r l
+ 0 (r‘l ) (3.17)f ( r )  =  1 + ~r 2
d 2/ '
r  — 0
It is common practice to define a  length A7 * for very small value of r as
, 2  
A"
f { r )  ”  1 - (3.18)
The length scale Ar is called the Taylor microscale. The combination of Eq. 3.17 
with Eq. 3.18 yields :
or in terras of R( r )
1 Uc 0 2 R ( t ) ,
- S f ^ T - 5 ^ 1' -  ( 3 ' 2 0 )
Experimentally, the Taylor microscale is obtained from this equation by numerically 
fitting the parabola near the origin of the curve.
The power spectral density function of time historic records representing a sta­
tionary random process can be defined by the Fourier transform of the correlation 
function. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function can be written as
S ( f )  = ^  f * ~  R(r )e~tlrfTdT (3.21)
Then, S(f) is called the auto-spectral density function. The auto-spectral density 
function is accomplished via a Digital Fourier Transform (D FT) originally developed 
by Cooley and Tukey[54]. The computer algorithm computing the D FT is available 
from the IMSL (International Mathematics and Scientific Language) subroutine 
code. This algorithm is especially applicable in cases of poor signal-to-noise ratio 
and periods of signal drop-out, such as is common in sparsely seeded airflows. The 
number of calculations required is significantly reduced when the input number of 
autocorrelation time steps M is represented by M  — 2P where P is any integer from 
M 2 to M log M. The delay time step A t  and the maximum time delay Tmo,  are 
related to the m aximum frequency / m„  (called the Nyquist cut-off frequency) and 
the frequency interval A /  :
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In the present study, the autocorrelation functions are first calculated for a 
number o f  time steps M equal to 256 with the same delay time interval A t  as the 
the velocity sample time interval At ( A r  =  At =  0.2 msec).
Examples of the autocorrelation functions using the two different approaches, the 
conventional averaging technique (Eq. 3.14) and the direct transform method[50], 
are shown in Figure 3.8. Results are presented for I — 10 and 40 (I — N/M ). Note 
th a t  the correlation curves become more closely aligned as I increases.
Of principal interest in this investigation, preliminary tests of length scales de­
pendent on the sample size and on the calculation methods of autocorrelation func­
tions are made. A comparison of the integral and Taylor microscales is presented in 
Figure 3.9 for 1 from 3 to 50. Several observations are appropriate. The direct trans­
form m ethod yields length scale values which are consistently less than those from 
the averaging approach. This is true for both the integral and Taylor microscales. 
Secondly, there is considerably more scatter in the computational results for the 
integral scale than for the microscale. One explaination for this second observation 
may arise in the graphical calculation of the Taylor microscale. Although a more 
accurate value of the Taylor microscale can be obtained with the use of a more fine 
scale of the delay time, a certain amount of error is included in the Taylor microscale 
calculations. This may overwhelm the actual variations of the Taylor microscales 
between two different methods. Thirdly, the direct transform method yields a  more 
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samples is used ( I < 20 ).
T he length scale m easurem ents presented in C hapter  5 are obtained by the 
transform  m ethod  with the velocity sample N=2560 (1 =  10). W ith the current d a ta  
acquisition system it is difficult to  extend the sample size fu rther due to the  limited 
storage space on the disk. Nevertheless, the estim ated errors of the length scale d a ta  
using N =  2560 (corresponds to 1 =  10) are expected to be less than  5%, compared to 
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C h ap ter  4 
C o m p u ta tio n a l A p p roach
Recently, computational fluid mechanics has received significant interest due 
mainly to improved numerical techniques and increased computer efficiency. As a 
result, a number of turbulence modeling techniques together with efficient numerical 
solution methods (finite difference or finite element) have become accepted as tools 
analyzing many engineering problems. However, their application to complex flows 
is still only a practical proposition when there are adequate flow field measurements 
th a t  can provide test cases.
This chapter describes a  computational method applied to the present flow prob­
lem. The method is based on the solution of the steady, three-dimensional elliptic 
forms of the Reynolds time-averaged equations. The Reynolds stresses appearing 




4 .1  M a t h e m a t ic a l  M o d e l
The flow configuration is such th a t  appreciable variations in the  transported  
quantities such as velocity, tem pera tu re , and species arise in all three coordinate 
directions. It is thus necessary to solve the fully three-dim ensional forms of the p a r ­
tial differential conservation equations for mass, m om entum  and energy or species 
concentration. Most current turbulence models rely on the solution of the so-called 
Reynolds tim e-averaged equations in which the dependent variables are decomposed 
into tim e-averaged and fluctuating components.
In Cartesian tensor notation, the time -averaged equations of continuity, m om en­
tum , and species concentration describing a  steady, three-dim ensional flow may be 
written as
= 0 (4.1)<7Xt
£ < / * W > = - £  + £ ( - * * 7 ) (4.2)
S i W )  = ( 4 ' 3 )
where p is the density, p is the static pressure, u and c are the fluctuating com po­
nents of velocity and  concentration, respectively, and  U and C are the corresponding 
t im e-m ean  values. In the flow under consideration, molecular diffusion effects are 
very small com pared to tu rbu len t ones, and thus all laminar diffusion coefficients 
are neglected.
T he  tim e-averaged equations arc exact, since no assumptions have been in tro ­
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duced in their derivation. However, they cannot be solved in this form, because the 
new stress and flux terms ( — p u tUj and -pujc  ) arising from the turbulent motion 
become additional unknowns. Accordingly, additional assumptions regarding the 
relationship between the turbulent stresses and fluxes and  the time mean variables 
m ust be incorporated into the turbulence model. Compilations and applications of 
various turbulence modeling techniques may be found in references[7,8,60].
In the k-c model, the Reynolds stresses are related to mean strain ra te  via the 
Boussinesq eddy viscosity concept :
  , d V t d(Jjx 2 r ,
-  p Ulu} = p t( ^ ~  + - Q - )  - - p 6 tJk (4.4)
where p t is the  turbulent or eddy viscosity and k (=  u , u , / 2 ) is the turbulent
kinetic energy, and  &,} is the Kronecker delta. The term  ^pk  can be thought of as 
the additional pressure resulting from turbulent motion. The heat or mass flux term 
is obtained using the Reynolds analogy between m om entum  transport and energy 
or mass transport  :
—  *  9 C  tA ^-  pu}c =  — —  (4.5)
er, OXj
where <rt is the tu rbu len t P ran d tl  or Schmidt num ber. T he  a t is the ratio  of tu rb u ­
lent diffusion coefficient of heat or mass transport to  the corresponding m om entum  
transport.
T he system  is not closed until an expression of the eddy viscosity p t is specified. 
Kolmogorov[56) suggested in the 1940s th a t  the eddy viscosity can be evaluated as
p t = C ^ p L k 112 (4.6)
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where C^ is an empirical constant and L is a characteristic length scale. The flow 
situation under consideration is such that an algebraic expression prescribing the 
length scale, as in the mixing length model or its modified version, is not adequate 
to properly simulate the complexities of the flow structure. Although a  transport 
equation can be derived for a length scale, the equation is difficult to model and 
interpret physically. The proven applicability of the two equation k-c model stems 
from the successful choice of length sc ale as L = C^ k 3̂ 2 j t .  The transport equations 
for the kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate e are derived from the Navier Stokes 
equations.
The k f model has been shown to provide appreciably better universality than 
lower order models, whereas the higher order closure schemes ( the Reynolds stress 
model) appear at the moment to be insufficiently well developed to prove superior 
even for two-dimensional flows. It is the purpose of the computational portion of 
this study to apply and test the k-c model to the prediction of the present complex 
three-dimensional situation. The standard version of the k-c model proposed by 
Launder and Spalding[57] is used for the calculation procedure.
After a few m athem atical manipulations, the governing equations may be writ­
ten in the following general forms :
d d
+  *  ( 4 . 7 ,
Equations for continuity, momentum, species concentration, turbulent kinetic en­
ergy, and dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy are presented in Table 4.1,
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Table 4.1: The governing equations
$ r *
1 0 0
Uiti  =  1 ,2 ,3 QP , _e_(Qx,  + Q z . l V t  8 x ,  >
C Pt/<Tl 0
k G pi
€ r Mt/o’. { i / k ) { c t G -  c2pi)
where P — p +  $pk
r  I  a c u  a .  a v >
^  — 8*, + 8*. ' 8*j
and p t — C^pk2 j t  
€„ =  0.09, a, = 0.9, ci =  1.44 
c3 =  1.92, <7* — 1.0, (T, = 1.3
in term s of a  general dependent variable $ ,  a diffusion coefficient T* and a source 
term  5*.
4 .2  S o lu t io n  P r o c e d u r e
The flow geom etry under study and coordinate system  is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The flow is symm etric  about a vertical plane passing through the center of the jet. 
The calculations are therefore performed for a rectangular dom ain, one side of which 
corresponds to  this symmetric plane. Com putational results are obtained using a 
revision of the  S IM PLE R  (Semi-Implicit M ethods  for P ressure-Linked Equations) 
algorithm (58). The detailed description of the algorithm  is available[59], and thus 
only the  im portan t features of the procedure are described.
The first s tep  of the solution procedure is the derivation of the  finite-diflference
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forms of governing equations. The finite-difference equations are first formulated 
by integrating the tim e-averaged equations over a  small control volume su rround­
ing each grid point, along with suitable assumptions about the distribution of the 
dependent variables between grid points. The combined effects of the  convection 
and  diffusion between grid points will be handled by the power-Iaw scheme. The 
m ethod  is form ulated in terms of staggered grid arrangem ents, in which the pressure 
and  o ther variables are stored in the main grid points and the velocities in staggered 
locations. A two-dimensional view of staggered grid layout is shown in Figure 4.1
(a). A corresponding three-dim ensional grid p a tte rn  can be easily visualized in 
a similar manner. T he  staggered arrangem ent is necessary to avoid checkerboard 
pressure and velocity fields.
As a  result, the general form of the finite-difference equations for scalar variables 
derived a t the main grid point P may be written as
f l p t p  =  a g i g  4 4- a/v*&/v 4  as4>s 4  4  4 b (4.8)
with
a B = Z ? ,A ( |P , | )4 - [ [ -F e,0]), (4.9)
-  D wA{\Pm\) 4  [[ Fw, 0)], (4.10)
aN -  £>nA (|P„|) 4  [[ —F„, 0]), (4.11)
as = I M ( |P . I )  +  [ [F . ,  OJI, (4.12)
aT — D tA( \Pt \) 4 [ [ - F (,0]], (4.13)
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o-b -  T ^ d d A I)  4- [[ Fb,0]], (4.14)
6 — S cA xA yA *, (415)
ap = ag -f aw + + as + ax + a-B ~  S pA xA yA z (4.16)
where $ p represents the general dependent variables, a ’s are the coefficients result­
ing from the combined convection and diffusion effects, and b is the source term 
containing all terms except the convection and diffusion terms. The upper case 
subscripts E, W, N, S, T  and B refer to  the neighborhood grid points around the 
main grid point P , named by east, west, north, south, top and bottom  neighbor, 
respectively. The lower case subscripts are the corresponding control volume faces. 
The double bracket [[a,b]} is a special notation to denote the greater of a and b.
The Peclet number Pt , which is the ratio of convection to diffusion rate, is given by
P. = £  (4.17,
where Fe is the flow rate {pU)t A e at the control volume face e with an area A ef and 
De is the diffusion conductance given by
D< =  (4 1 8 )( A*)e
where ( A r ) f is the control volume distance associated with the control volume face 
e (see Figure 4.1 (b)).
The term  >t(|P |) in Eq. 4.9-Eq. 4.14 is the general notation categorizing vari­








Figure 4.1: Grid arrangem ent ; (a) two-dimensional view of staggered grid layout,
(b) one-dimensional grid clustered for grid point P
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exponential scheme. In the power-law scheme, the A ( |P |)  may be expressed as
>l(|Pe|) = [[0,(1 -O . l lP e l ) 5]] (4.19)
Here again the double bracket ([ , ]] is a  notation which takes the larger value of the 
two in the bracket. The power-law scheme provides a more realistic distribution 
of a convection diffusion profile between two grid points than  any other schemes 
except the exponential scheme. The exponential scheme, however, requires more 
com putational time than  any other convection diffusion scheme. Notice further the 
source te rm s S c  and Sp.  The source term  5#, originally defined in the derivation 
of the general form of the governing equation (Eq. 4.7), is further divided into two 
parts  such as 5* = Sc  + S p $ p .  The S c  is the constant part of S*, while Sp  is the 
coefficient of $ p .  The coefficient term  Sp  m ust be always less than  or equal to zero 
to  satisfy the stability requirement of the numerical scheme.
The finite-difference equations for the  m om entum  equations are derived in a 
m anner analogous to those of scalar variables, but they are formulated at the s tag ­
gered locations. Special atten tion , however, is required for the pressure terms. Note 
th a t  there is no exact equation expressing the pressure term. Focusing on U only 
and explicitly separating the pressure gradient from the source te rm , b, the resulting 
finite-difference equation of U derived at the control volume face e can be written 
as
= f  * *■ iPP (4.20)
where the sum m ation  term , £  ant>U denotes the sum of the neighbor terms of Ue.
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The m om entum  equation can be solved only when the pressure field is provided. 
Unless the correct pressure field is employed, the resulting velocity field will not 
satisfy the continuity equation. This problem is handled by successive iterations 
with an appropriate correction to the velocity field at each iteration step. A few 
steps of this iteration scheme will be developed.
The imperfect velocity field based on a trial pressure field (will be denoted by 
p~) results from the solution of the following equation :
at Ut =  E  anbUnb + b + (pP -  pE)At (4,21)
The problem is now to find an appropriate correction formula to this imperfect
velocity field such that the imperfect velocities in successive iterations converge,
and this solution will ultimately satisfy the continuity equation. Suppose that the 
trial pressure field can be corrected by a pressure correction p' as
P  -  p '  +■ P  ( 4 . 2 2 )
and next the velocity field is corrected by a  velocity correction V'r :
Ut -  U; + {/' (4.23)
Then, the relation between the pressure correction and the velocity correction can 
be obtained by subtracting Eq. 4.21 from Eq. 4.20, together with the use of the 
relations in Eq. 4.22 and Eq. 4.23 :
+ (Pi* ~ Pe )a ■ (4.24)
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The final form of the velocity correction formula is obtained by temporarily dropping
the term, 22anbUnb> from this equation and by replacing U't using Eq. 4.23 :
IK = V ;  + dt (p'P - p ' B ) (4.25)
where dt =  A t j a t . Thought not presented here, the correction formula for the 
velocity components in other directions can be obtained in a  similar manner. Now, 
having an expression for solving p', the system of solution scheme is essentially 
complete.
The p' equation is derived by substituting velocity corrections for all velocity 
components into the continuity equation. The p ' equation is called the pressure 
correction equation and given by
*PPp = X! a^ P nb + b (4.26)
where
b = (PU ' A ) W -  ( p U ' A ) e + ( p V ' A ) .  -  { p V mA)n + (PW ‘ A)b -  ( p W A ) t (4.27)
If b in this equation is zero, the starred velocities satisfy the continuity equation and 
iteration terminates. The term  6 thus represents a  “mass source” , indicating the 
extent to which the velocity field does not satisfy mass conservation considerations 
at a particular iteration stage.
The solution procedures introduced up to this point are the basic alogirithm of 
the SIM PLE methods. In an a t tem p t to improve the rate of convergence, a revised 
version of SIM PLE (called SIM PLER) is more effectively worked out(59). SIM PLER
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continues to use the pressure correction equation, but employs a separate  pressure 
equation to  more effectively predict the pressure field than  the SIM PLE method. 
The motivation for this arises from the ra ther  exaggerated velocity corrections (Eq. 
4.25), which are obtained by om itting the term  when the p' equation is
derived.
Introducing a  velocity Ut (called the “pseudo velocity” ) by
V.  ^  Z  a’'k" " b +  * (4.28)
at
the m om entum  equation for U, (Eq. 4.20) can be rewritten as
L dt {pp -  Pe ) (4.29)
where de — A t / a e. In a m anner analogous to the development of the pressure 
correction equation, the final form of the pressure equation may be written :
appp -■ ^2<inbpnlf + b (4.30)
where
6 = [PU A ) W -  (p U A )e + ( p V A ) ,  ~ (p V A ) n + (PW A ) h -  ( p W A ) t (4.31)
T he pressure field from this equation is a direct consequence of the  given velocity
field, and thus the  convergence is faster than  any o ther solution procedure containing
only the  pressure correction equation.
All of the equations needed for obtaining velocities, pressure and other scalar 
variables have been developed. The iteration procedures are now summarized. The
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finite-difference equations are solved by line by line iterations in which all the vari­
ables along a line are simultaneously solved with tem porarily  fixed variables lying 
off the line. The pressure field is first calculated from Eq. 4.30, using an initially 
guessed or given velocity field from the previous iteration step. Then, an in term e­
diate velocity field (starred  velocities) is obtained from the m om entum  equation 
(Eq. 4.21). This velocity field is once again connected to  the continuity equation to 
obtain the pressure correction equation (Eq. 4.26). This velocity field, in general, 
does not satisfy the continuity equation. Therefore, corrections to  the velocity field 
(Eq. 4.23) are m ade until the latter solution satisfies both the m om entum  equations 
and the continuity equation.
4 .3  B o u n d a r y  C o n d it io n s
The governing equations appropriate to the present flow configuration require 
boundary  conditions for the dependent variables on all of the boundary  surfaces 
of the solution domain. T he boundaries are the inlet plane of the cross s tream , 
the  dow nstream  plane, one symmetric plane passing through the center of the jet, 
one side wall, and two confining plates. Whenever the velocity is specified at a 
boundary, the  boundary  condition for the pressure is not necessary, because only 
the relative m agnitude of pressure force plays a  role in the m om entum  equations.
The upstream  boundary conditions are prescribed, as far as possible, from the 
experim ental measurements. These d a ta  include the  x-com ponent m ean velocity, 
the  turbulent kinetic energy, and the length scale. At the symmetric plane, Neu­
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m ann boundary  conditions are applied, i.e. the normal gradients of all variables 
except the norm al velocity component are taken to be zero. T he normal velocity is 
set to  zero (W = 0).
At the dow nstream  plane the gradients of all dependent variables in the x- 
direction are equal to zero. These conditions may not correspond to those prevailing 
in the real flow. The conditions are satisfactory only when the fully developed profile 
assum ptions of the variables are valid. This requirement locates the boundary 
unneccessarily far dow nstream  (for example, x /D > 1 0 0  with R —6). Practically, the 
boundary location is adjusted such tha t  the specified boundary  conditions, which in 
a certain range differ from the fully-developed conditions, have negligible influence 
in the region of interest. For the  variations of all dependent variables less than  1%, 
the conditions are achieved by com putational trials, approximately at x /D  = 24 for 
R = 2, x / D —32 for R —4, and x /D = 4 8  for R=6.
T he boundary  conditions on the walls require special considerations. This is 
primarily due to the  significant effects of molecular viscosity. Note th a t  the two 
equation model of turbulence previously introduced has neglected the  molecular 
viscosity. The neglect of molecular viscosity is valid only in the fully turbulent 
regions. A two-layer model of the wall function m ethod proposed by Launder and 
Spalding[60] is utilized in the present com putational study. Usual no-stip conditions 
are still valid for the convection fluxes. For the two velocity components parallel to
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the wall, the diffusion fluxes are patched onto the wall law profiles :
/*.// =  #* 1 /  < 11.5 (4.32)
a" d ^  *  »+ 2 1 I -s (4-33) 
where k is the Von-Karman constant ( = 0.41) and E is another constant with a 
value of 9.0. The y f is the normalized distance of the first internal grid point from 
the wall, defined by
y + = p k l/2C"J*^  (4.34)
where y/ is the actual distance of the grid from the wall. Because of the considerable 
variations of turbulent quantities near the wall, the mean generation rate G and the 
mean dissipation rate t of the turbulent kinetic energy appearing in the governing 
turbulent kinetic equation (Table 4.1) are evaluated using the profile assumptions 
of the turbulent quantities near the wall cell.
All of the dependent variables also must be specified at the jet exit plane. The 
half-circular nozzle, however, is modified by the rectangular cells in the Cartesian 
coordinate system (Figure 4.2). The cells’ surface areas are adjusted such tha t  the 
specified jet velocity provides the correct mass flux through the surface. In order 
to investigate the influence of the jet boundary conditions on the computed results, 
two different profiles are tested as the jet field’s initial conditions for R = 2  and 4. 
The first is the uniform profile (top hat shape in Figure 4.3), characterizing the flow 
exiting a contraction/nozzle arrangement. The second profile maintains the same 
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Figure 4.3: Mean velocity and mean tem perature  profiles at the jet exit plane for
R -  2
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The velocity and species concentration profiles used for the second condition are 
from the m easurem ents by Andrepoulos[18,19). His m easurem ents revealed tha t 
the jet s tream  at the exit plane is d istorted  due to  the pressure gradients across 
the plane and the distortion increases as the velocity ratio R decreases. Figure 4.4 
shows the longitudinal mean velocity profiles non dimensionalized with the free 
s tream  value, U / U a, plotted versus vertical distance. The m axim um  deviation of 
V ( V 0 between two conditions at x /D = 0 .0  is at m ost 6% for both  velocity ratios. 
After x /D  > 2, there are essentially negligible differences between profiles with two 
different boundary  conditions. Though not depicted here, the same observations 
are correct for the profiles of the scalar concentration field.
One conclusion reached from these observations is tha t  only the total m om entum  
flux at the jet exit plane (not its profiles) is im portan t for the development of the 
flow field dow nstream . Physically, this means th a t  near the jet discharge the flow 
field is not significantly influenced by viscous effects, so th a t  the  viscous diffusion due 
to the velocity gradients a t  the jet exit plane may be neglected. The first boundary 
condition is chosen for the subsequent calculations because it is the simplest and 
most generally used in com putational situations. Particularly  for the flow situation 
under study, the realistic profile of the second condition is not expected to provide 
appreciably be tte r  results over the first, simpler one.
The boundary  conditions described above are tabu la ted  in Table 4.2. In this 
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Figure 4.4: Com parison of m ean velocity, Uj U0, between two different jet exit 
boun d ary  conditions in the  plane of sym m etry  ; (a) R  = 2, (b) R  = 4
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Table 4.2: A sum m ary of boundary  conditions
U pstream Downstream Sym m etry Jet exit Walls
V Ua d U / d x  = 0 d U / d z  = 0 0 W(S), W (T /B )
V 0 d V / d x  =  0 a v / d z  = o 0 W{S)
w 0 a w j d x  =  o 0 Vj W {T /B )
c 0 d C j d x  =  0 d C j d z  -  0 1 a c / d N *
k <3/2)«; d k / d x  = 0 d k j d z  =  0 ( l / 2 ) ( v j ) W (S), W (T /B )
e *3/’/(0.165») d f / d x  -  0 d t j d z  = 0 *3/7 (0 .5 D )
* Impermeable wall boundary  condition 
** LocaJ equilibrium profile specified on the grids nearest the wall
and W (S) applied to the side wall. At all grid points near the wall, the local 
equilibrium values of the turbulent quantities replace the dissipation rate c, instead 
of solving it from the transport  equation. The equilibrium profile is given in the 
bo ttom  and  right corner in Table 4.2. The isotropic assum ption is used for the 
boundary  condition of the turbulent kinetic energy at the ups tream  boundary  plane.
4 .4  C o m p u t a t io n a l  D e t a i l s
The com putations are executed on an IBM 3090 at Louisiana S ta te  University. 
In order to minimize the num ber of grid points to be used, non-un iform  spacing 
is used so th a t  grid nodes could be clustered where rapid variations of dependent 
variables are expected. This means th a t  fine grid spacing is used near the jet 
discharge, and an increasingly larger grid spacing is used away from the discharge
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hole in all three coordinate directions. The location of the grid line nearest the wall 
is adjusted such th a t  all grid points on the line occur in the fully tu rbu len t region 
{11 < y+ < 300) where the logrithinic wall law profiles are valid.
At each iteration it is necessary to employ underrelaxation when solving the 
algebraic, finite-difference equations {i.e. — A* + (1 — A * )* T he number
of iterations and the stability or divergence of the solutions are directly affected by 
the value of the underrelaxation factor A*. Typical values of A# used are A* — 0.2 to 
0.4 for the  velocity components and A# — 0.5 for all scalar variables. T he  iteration 
term inates  when the normalized sum of the mass source with respect to inflow mass 
flux (b in Eq. 4.30), which represents the deviation of the velocity field from the 
mass conservation, is less than 10 5 and the variations of all dependent variables 
between two successive iterations are less than  0.1%. A typical calculation using 20 
x 15 x 15 points (x, y and z direction, respectively) required approxim ately 250 
iterations and 14 minutes of CPU time.
Com puter storage limitations in the 3- D calculation necessitate the use of a 
relatively coarse grid distribution. The actual variations of the dependent variables 
between grid points in the  convection-diffusion problems exhibit an exponential 
behavior (power-law scheme represents this behavior). A truncated  Taylor series in 
an upwind or central difference scheme fails to  be an adequate representation of the 
exponential behavior except for fine grid size[61). The power-law scheme adapted  
in this work provides an acceptable representation of the exponential behavior and
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therefore minimizes false diffusion. Deinuren[6l] provides estim ation m ethods of 
false diffusion in 3-D  calculations. However, for the present work, with the com puter 
storage available a t  this time, it is difficult to refine the finite difference grid further. 
There are, however, indications th a t  the results are grid dependent, as the contour 
shapes are repeatable with a coarser grid size (15 x 10 x 10 in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively ) bu t the m agnitude of, for example, the x-com ponent of 
m ean velocity may vary up to  10%.
C h a p ter  5
R e su lts  an d  D isc u ss io n s
The u ltim ate  objective of this study is the clearer understanding  of the jet in a 
confined cross flow. Prim ary  interest is in the jet im pingem ent process, and thus 
large values of the velocity ratio are considered, in particular, R — 2, 4 and 6. 
The channel separation is fixed at ten jet diam eters for all velocity ratios. The 
applications of the results will be in V /S T O L  aerodynamics and  the turb ine blade 
cooling problems, as well as o ther areas.
The characteristics of inflow boundaries are investigated first. The effect of 
the jet exit profile on the  subsequent flow development dow nstream  and upstream  
boundary is docum ented. Detailed m appings of the m ean and fluctuating velocity 
com ponents of the flow field dow nstream  are made. T he resultant information 
will improve the  understanding of this particularly relevant flow problem and its 
relationship to  the  unconfined configuration.
The s truc tu red  na tu re  of the turbulent flow field is docum ented from the m ea­
surem ents of statistical properties. This investigation is directed tow ards a search
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for the existence of large scale, deterministic s tructures in the turbulent flow field. 
M easurements of autocorrelation functions, power spectra  and length scales serve 
as tools providing such information. T he motivation for determining properties 
such as probability functions, skewness and flatness factors of the instantaneous 
velocities arises from the non-homogeneous na tu re  of the flow field.
The calculated results are compared to experimentally obtained da ta . Com ­
parisons made include m ean velocities, tu rbulent stress and dissipation ra te  of the 
tu rbu len t kinetic energy.
5 .1  B o u n d a r y  C o n d it io n s  a n d  T h e ir  E ffe c ts
The investigation of the j e t ’s initial conditions is of u tm ost im portance. The 
j e t ’s initial profile has a strong influence on the subsequent flow development. The 
tu rbu len t free jet has been experimentally investigated in the plane located one 
diam eter above the j e t ’s exit plane ( y / D - 1.0). Included are the longitudinal mean 
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles, autocorrelation functions, auto-spectral 
densities, Taylor microscales, and integral length scales.
In Fig 5.1, mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles are presented in the 
x-z plane a t y /D  = 1.0 for R = 2  and 4. The ratio of the local m ean velocity to  the 
centerline mean velocity, V j V j ,  is plotted versus the non-dimensionalized lateral 
coordinate, z /D . T he  mean velocity profiles exhibit a “top h a t” shape, and from 
these profiles the assum ption of the sym m etry  of the flow field with respect to the 
jet axis ( z /D  = 0) is validated. The deviation from the sym m etry is less than 1%
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everywhere except the ou ter  edge of the jet for both velocity ratios. The average 
values of the turbulence intensities are approximately 4.5% for R —2 and 1.5% for 
R =4.
In Fig. 5.2, autocorrelation functions for R —2 and 4 are presented in the potential 
core located one jet diam eter above the jet exit plane { y /D  = 1.0). Note tha t,  
for R = 2 , the autocorrelation function resembles a curve th a t  would be expected 
in the fully tu rbu len t region, while, for R = 4, a dam ped  sinusoidal na tu re  of the 
autocorrelation curve results. T he sinusoidal nature  of this curve in case of R=4 
indicates the passage of the vortical rings shed from the Up of the nozzle. Clearly, 
the relatively higher local turbulence intensities for R = 2  (Fig. 5.1) have masked 
out the vortical structures, and thus the autocorrelation curve in this case has been 
dam ped  out with relatively weaker sinusoidal behavior than  the case of R=4.
T he  auto-spectral densities are shown in Fig. 5.3 a t the sam e location as those 
of the autocorrelation functions. The spectrum  is normalized with the mean square 
of the jet velocity fluctuations. The peaks in the spectrum  for R —4 again indicate 
the passage of vortical s tructures, reinforcing the observation m ade relative to the 
autocorrelation function. T he spectral curve for R = 2  does not exhibit a peak.
The integral length scales and Taylor microscales are constructed a t y /D  = 1 . 0  
and x / D  = 0.0 for three lateral positions (Table 5.1). Note th a t  the Taylor mi­
croscales are m ore uniform across the jet cross-section than  are the integral scales. 
This result is consistent with the idea tha t  the turbulent energy generation is primar-
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Figure 5.1: Near field jet mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles a t y /D = 1 .0  
and x /D  =  0.0
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Figure 5.2: Autocorrelation functions of turbulent free jet in the potential 
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Figure 5.3: Auto-spectral densities of tu rbu len t free jet in the potential core at 
y / D —1.0
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Table 5.1: Integral length scales and Taylor microscales for the free jet at y /D  = 1.0 
and x /D = 0 .0
R=2 R=4
z (D L/D At /D L/D At /D
0.0 1.65 0.48 2.11 0.64
0.2 2.25 0.68 3.42 0.95
0.4 4.54 0.62 6.08 0.75
ily a large scale phenomenon. The integral length scale is an experimental estimate 
of the largest scale of the turbulent flow field. The Taylor microscale approximately 
determines the size of the energy dissipation scale.
The effect of the jet flow on the upstream  boundary is experimentally investi­
gated. One motivation of this measurement is in the acquisition of boundary values 
to be used in the computational work. The usual assumed boundary condition 
requires this boundary plane to be located unnecessarily far upstream . All mea­
surements in this investigation are m ade at eight jet diameters upstream  from the 
jet center in the plane of symmetry (x / D =  -8.0 and z /D  — 0.0).
Mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles of the tunnel flow are shown in 
Fig. 5.4. Attention is focussed on three cases: (1) no jet flow, (2) jet flow on for R —2 
and (3) jet flow on for R —4. While the mean velocity profiles are nearly independent 
of the jet flow condition, the turbulence intensities are significantly amplified by the 
jet flow, with the average turbulence intensities ranging from 1.1% to 6.8% for R = 2 
and from 1.1% to 7.1% for R=4. This increase in turbulence intensities is a result 
of the bluff-body type wake formed near the leading edge of the jet.
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Figure 5.4: Effects of the jet flow on the upstream boundary at x j D -  -8.0 and 






















F i g u r e  5 .5 :  I n t e g r a l  l e n g t h  s c a le ,  L, a n d  T a y l o r m i c r o s c a l e ,  Ar , fo r  t h e  u p s t r e a m  
b o u n d a r y  a t  x / D  =  - 0 . 8  a n d  z / D  =  0 .0
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The integral length and Taylor micro scales at the upstream  boundary are pre­
sented in Fig, 5,5. The average value of the integral scale, which is used for the 
length scale in the formulation of the boundary condition of the dissipation rate 
(Table 4.2), is approximately L = 1.65 D (dotted line in Fig. 5.5), with a maximum 
variation of approximately 35 % for both velocity ratios. The Taylor microscales 
and integral scales are nearly independent of the value of the velocity ratio R. Varia­
tions of the integral length scale are considerably more pronounced than those of the 
Taylor microscale for both velocity ratios. One explanation for the scatter in these 
results is that the Taylor microscale is not as strongly dependent as the integral 
scale on the initial turbulence generated by the j e t ’s injection. That is, the gener­
ation is primarily a large scale phenomenon. The energy cascade process required 
to transfer energy to the Taylor microscales serves to average out the turbulence 
generated in the anisotropic, near field.
5 .2  M e a n  F lo w  F ie ld s
The trajectory of the jet in a confined cross flow is of param ount importance. 
The jet trajectory defined here is the locus of the maximum mean velocity in the 
plane of symmetry. The calculated jet trajectories for R = 2 , 4 and 6 are plotted 
in Fig. 5.6. Here comparison is made to experimentally obtained jet trajectories 
by Ramsey and Goldstein[l 1] and Keffer and Bains[9] for unconfined cross flows. 
The calculated trajectories are less steeply turned downstream than the unconfined 
experimental d a ta  exhibits. Thus, the “apparen t” value of R is higher for the com­
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putational, confined case. Alternatively, the calculated results may underestimate 
the influence of viscosity. A less viscous fluid would permit the jet to penetrate 
farther into the outer stream. A false diffusion of the computational model due to 
the relatively coarse grids used would be an additional reason for the difference. 
Note th a t  the agreement improves near the j e t ’s exit plane where relatively fine 
grids are used.
A similarity plot of the computed trajectories for the three different values of 
the velocity ratio is presented in Fig. 5.7. The similarity function used is [33] :
^  <51>
where a, b and c are empirical constants with the values equal to 0.977, 0.911 and 
0.335, respectively. This equation implies tha t the jet trajectories are dependent 
only on the velocity ratio. Results show that the agreement among the calculated 
results for R —2, 4, and 6 is quite good, and thus a single curve can represent the 
velocity trajectories for the range of the velocity ratios used in this work. The com­
puted jet trajectories, compared to the experimentally determined curve (Eq. 5.1), 
reinforce the observations that the computed results again overestimate the effective 
value of R.
Fig. 5.8 shows isocontour plots of the non-dimensionalized species concentration, 
C / C j , in the plane of symmetry. The contours indicate the extent of the penetra­
tion of the marked jet particles into the outer stream. The line, S, of maximum 
maximorum (i.e. maximum of maximums[62]) is constructed for each velocity ratio.
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F i g u r e  5 .7 :  S i m i l a r i t y  p ro f i le s  o f  j e t  t r a j e c t o r i e s  in  t h e  p l a n e  o f  s y m m e t r y  : —  , 
( y / D ) / &  =  a ( x / D ) e  w i th  a  =  0 .9 7 7 ,  b  =  0 .9 1 1 ,  a n d  c =  0 .3 3 5
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From this line, a  qualitative representation of the flow field is achieved including the 
extent of the jet deflection and the existence of impingement. For larger velocity 
ratios ( in this case, R - 4  and 6), the jet stream shifts dramatically to the top plate, 
and after impingement a three-dimensional wall jet-type flow develops along the 
top wall. However, at the lower velocity ratio (R = 2), impingement does not occur, 
and negligible effects of the confining surface on the flow field are expected. The 
trajectory of the maximum concentration, line S, for R —2 is aligned with the cross 
stream  approximately at x /D  =6.0, after a rapid rise near the jet entrance.
Transverse cross-sections of the scalar isocontours at x /D  = 1.5, 3.5 and 7.5 
for R = 2 , 4 and 6 are presented in Fig. 5.9. For R = 2, and recalling the limited 
penetration of the jet a t the lower velocity ratio, the importance of the bottom 
plate is evident. The isocontours also illustrate th a t  the diffusion characteristics 
of the jet stream  strongly depend on the velocity ratio. For the lower velocity 
ratio (R — 2), after rapid deflection in the initial region, the jet stream  is converted 
downstream and diffuses out in both the vertical and transverse directions ( y  and 
z-directions, respectively). For larger velocity ratios ( R =4 and 6), the jet stream 
directly impinges on the opposite plate and diffuses more rapidly in the side direction 
(z-direction). T he kidney-shaped cross-section of the jet is clearly seen as the jet 
develops downstream. The location of the maximum scalar value occurs on the top 
wall and along the center line after impingement.
In Fig. 5.10 , the total mean velocity vectors are plotted in the plane of symmetry
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Figure 5.8 









: Predicted scalar concentration, C / C j , and line of m axim um
x-y plane ; (a) R = 2 , (b) R = 4 , (c) R = 6


























Figure 5.9: Predicted scalar field, C j C j ,  in y-z plane ; (a) R = 2 ,  (b) R = 4, (c) R —6
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and the results dem onstrate the existence of reverse flow immediately behind the 
jet. T he wake-type region behind the jet extends downstream with the increasing 
velocity ratio. For the case of R=2, the jet stream  is deflected rapidly downward 
near the jet discharge, similar to that of the scalar field (Fig. 5.8). As the velocity 
ratio increases, significant upward motion continues further downstream.
Fig. 5.11 shows contours of the x-direction mean velocity in y-z planes at two 
downstream locations, x /D  =  0.5 and 7.5, for R = 2, 4 and 6. The velocity is non- 
dimensionalized with the cross stream  velocity. In the initial region ( x /D  = 0.5), 
the crossflow is accelerated around the edge of the jet and produces velocity maxima 
similar to the flow around a  cylinder. The location of the m axima arises on either 
side of the symmetric plane and near the bottom  wall. The maximum streamwise 
velocity Umax reached is approximately 1.11 C/0 for R = 2, \ .22Ua for R=4, and 1.3Gff0 
for R=6. The behavior of the crossflow evidences the increasing acceleration around 
the jet fluid as R increases. In the limit as R approaches infinity, the acceleration 
would be comparable to the inviscid case when Vj„ax — 2U„.
Another im portant observation from Fig. 5.11 is the fact th a t  the value of the 
mean velocity UjU0 is less than unity inside the jet cross-section. The value VjU„ 
less than  unity indicates tha t,  in the near field region, the initially vertical mo­
m entum  of the jet is not immediately transferred to the horizontal direction. Note 
that the jet stream  gradually recovers the axial direction velocity as it is convected 
downstream. The cross stream  starts  to accelerate the jet stream from the edges of
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the jet cross-section after the jet is turned downward, and eventualy two streams 
will exhibit the same axial momentum. Again as the velocity ratio increases, the 
impingement on the top wall is clearer. Downstream of the impingement the jet 
flattens against the top wall and rapidly spreads in the side direction (z-direction). 
Similar behavior to this has been previously observed from the scalar isocontours 
shown in Fig. 5.9
A different perspective on the interaction of the jet and the confined cross flow 
for R = 2 is dem onstrated  in Fig 5.12 and Fig 5.13. These plots provide an overview 
of the velocity field, including the wake behavior, interaction between the jet flow 
and the cross flow, and the momentum deficit. In Fig. 5.12 , the velocity, U/Ua, is 
plotted for one half of the cross-sectional y-z plane at four downstream locations, 
x /D  =  0.0, 1.0, 3.0 and 6.0. Thus, observations can be made with respect to the 
m om entum  deficit tha t  results from the jet interaction. Note the acceleration of 
the mean flow immediately outside the wake region and near the bottom  plate ( 
Fig. 5.12 (a)). The wake extends farther in the direction of the jet than in the 
cross stream  direction. The highest shearing rates exist near the jet entrance to the 
flow. These shear forces create a vortex pair and the region of the vortex pair is 
bounded to the circumferencial edges of the jet cross-section in the kidney shape 
(will be discussed in detail later). The jet directed dimensionless velocity, V f V 0, 
is presented in Fig. 5.13 for R = 2  at x /D  -  0.15, 1.5, 3.5 and 7.5. Note th a t  the 
m aximum value of V /U 0 decreases downstream. At x /D  -  7.5, V /U a is equal to
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Figure 5.10: Total mean velocity vectors in x-y plane ; (a) R=2, (b) R=4, (c) R =6
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Figure 5.11: Streamwise mean velocity isocontours, U /U a, in y-z plane ; (a) R - 2 ,  
(b) R = 4 ,  (c) R = 6
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approximately 0.5 at the plane of symmetry.
A higher velocity ratio case, R = 4, is docum ented in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15. In 
Fig. 5.14 (a )- (d ) ,  U[Ua is plotted in the y-z plane for x /D  — 0.0, 1.0, 3.0 and  6.0. 
A comparison with the results shown in Fig. 5.12 is informative. For x /D  = 0.0, 
the flow field with R —4 is characterized by greater acceleration of the cross flow 
near the  jet en trance  as described previously and an increase in the extent of the 
jet induced wake. Also, near the top surface (y /D  = 10.0), there exists a secondary 
wake region. This flow would exhibit essentially a  three-dimensional boundary-layer 
type of flow developing along the top wall. This did not occur for R — 2. In Fig. 5.15 
(a )- (d ) ,  V / V 0 is graphed in the y-z plane for x /D  — 0.15, 1.5, 3.5 and 7.5. Note the 
rapid acceleration and then  deceleration the jet flow exhibits. Both occur at a much 
higher rate than  shown in the R = 2  case. The higher velocity gradients indicate the 
probability of a  greater transfer of energy from the mean to the turbulent flow.
As mentioned earlier in C hapter 2, one essential feature of the je t in a crossflow 
is the production of the counter-ro tating  vortices. Numerical calculations of this 
s tudy predict the vortex production (Fig. 5.16). As the jet enters the cross flow, 
its shape begins to  change because of the total pressure force across the j e t ’s cross- 
section plane. T he jet is deformed into a  kidney shape and the cross flow creates a 
pair of vortices behind the jet in much the same way as a flow around a cylinder.
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Figure 5.12: Isom etric view o f the interaction o f jet and crossflow in x-direction for
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F igure 5.15: Isom etric view  o f the in teraction  o f je t and crossflow  in y-d irection  for
R = 4
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vector m atrix in the cross-section planes. Fere, the vorticity is defined as follows :
d ( y / D )  O l z / D )  '  '
Only the vortices in the half-plane extending from the symmetric plane are pre­
sented. The opposite half-plane can be visualized with an opposite sign for the 
vortex strength. The core of the vortex s tructure  in each plane is seen to propagate 
towards the upper surface as it is convected downstream. The cross-sectional shape 
of the vortex structure  seems to be similar to that of scalar field drawn in same 
cross-section planes (see Fig. 5.9) except near the bottom  wall. It is interesting to 
note tha t  the vortex structure still exists after the jet impinges the wall.
As seen in Fig. 5.16, the strength of the mean vorticity decreases downstream. 
Diffusion by turbulent stress is mostly responsible for the reduction. The lateral 
spreading rate of the vortex field downstream is also directly dependent on diffusion 
effects. According to Moussa et al.[14] , the vortex rings shed from the lip of the 
jet nozzle are reoriented and bundle up into a counter-rotating vortex pair that 
are bound to the lee surface of the jet. Andreopoulos and Rodi[16] speculated 
further about the nature  of the vortex production mechanism, and proposed that the 
development of vortex rings is enhanced by the oncoming vorticity in the boundary 
layer of the cross stream, which develops along the bottom  wall.
However, the m ajor mechanism th a t  generates the vortex pair is the strong 
shearing force at the interface sheet between the the jet and the cross stream . Near 
the jet discharge, there exists a  strong velocity gradient of the streamwise velocity
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F i g u r e  5 .1 6 :  S t r e a m  w is e  m e a n  v o r t i c i t y  c o n t o u r s  a t  t w o  d o w n s t r e a m  l o c a t i o n s  in  
y - z  p l a n e  ; ( a )  R = 2 ,  ( b )  R = 4 ,  ( c )  R = 6
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com ponent with respect to the lateral direction, d U / d z .  T he velocity gradient in 
conjunction with the viscosity initially creates the y-direction vorticity. This is 
transferred into the  x-direction as the jet is deflected downward.
5 .3  C o m p a r iso n  o f  C a lc u la te d  R e s u lt s  to  M e a ­
s u r e m e n ts
To establish the  credibility of the com putational results, the comparison is made 
to  the experimentally obtained  results. Two components of mean velocities are 
com pared to experimental results at four dow nstream  locations in the x-y plane 
(Fig. 5.17 for R = 2 and Fig. 5.18 for R —4). T he agreement is generally fair, though 
some difference is exhibited in the upstream  region. T he main discrepancy is in 
the axial direction velocity component U, again in the upstream  region where the 
flow exhibits strong anisotropy. The precise reasons for the discrepancies in these 
results, however, are difficult to identify. Although detailed tests  of the grid depen­
dency on the  calculation results were not possible due to storage limits in this 3-D 
calculations, the relatively coarse grids used ( 20 x 15 x 15) would be insufficient 
to  resolve the significant variations of variables in all three coordinate directions. 
Generally, the predictions appear to  exhibit diffusion rates smaller th a n  those of 
the  experim ental situations : i.e. the jet penetrates  further into the cross stream  
in the  com putational model. This observation was also m ade in the comparison of 
the  jet trajectories (see Fig. 5.6).

















F igure 5.17: C om parison  o f m ean velocities b etw een  pred iction s and m easurem ents
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Figure 5.18: C om parison o f m ean velocities betw een  predictions and m easurem ents
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at y /D  =  5.0. This peak is the result of the jet which has been transferred from 
the vertical to horizontal directions. The relatively low resolution of the calculation 
methods of this study does not predict the peak. The streamwise component veloc­
ity profiles both at R —2 and R —4 clearly show wake behavior developing between 
the jet and the bottom  plate. The wake region is induced by the backflow of the 
cross stream  into the low pressure region immediately downstream of the jet dis­
charge. The wake region extends downstream but “lifts off” from the lower wall due 
to the strong inflow of the cross stream towards the symmetric plane. This inward 
motion carries high m om entum  fluid from the cross stream to the symmetric plane. 
Therefore, the axial component velocity profiles gradually smooth out downstream.
5 .4  T u rb u len t V e lo c ity  F ie ld s  a n d  C h a r a c te r iz a ­
t io n
Measurements of turbulent distributions are presented at four downstream loca­
tions in the x-y plane ( Fig. 5.19 for R =2 and Fig 5.20 for R=4). The turbulent shear 
stresses utF are compared with calculations using the k-t model. The agreement is 
again less in the initial region. The significant variations of the shear stress distribu­
tions clearly show the substantial anisotropy of the flow field. Moving downstream, 
there is a  tendency towards an isotropic flow and the agreement improves.
In Fig 5.19 for R —2, the measured shear stresses are considerably larger than 
the com puted results and the profiles exhibit more scatter than  those shown in 
Fig. 5.20 for R = 4. The relatively higher turbulence level at the near jet exit plane
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for R = 2, compared to tha t for R = 4, would have contributed to larger and more 
scattered values of shear stresses (see Fig 5.1). The values of u for both velocity 
ratios considerably exceed those of ii. While the values of u and i  profiles are nearly 
independent of the velocity ratio, the values of uv  profiles are strongly dependent. 
Note the value of the shear stress which is an order of magnitude higher in R = 4 than 
the case of R=2. This increase of the shear stress uv with the increasing velocity 
ratio, which results in increased velocity gradients, reinforces the observation that 
the mean velocity gradients play im portan t roles in the turbulent energy production.
The uv profiles change their sign at the two edges of the jet. One edge exists 
at the interface sheet between the jet stream and the outer cross stream and the 
other a t the lower edge of the jet cross-section. The locations of the change of sign 
in uv profiles arise generally in the change of sign in the mean velocity gradients 
(see Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18), especially in UjUa profiles. Farther downstream, there 
exists essentially negligible velocity gradient, and thus the uv profiles smooth out. 
This mechanism will be discussed in detail in the next paragraph.
The position of the m aximum u and utJ profiles corresponds approximately to 
the location of the jet cross-section where the velocity gradients, and | ^ ,  are 
maxima for both velocity ratios (see Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18). The t> profile m ax­
imum corresponds to the edges of the jet where is maximum. Recall from the 
turbulent and mean kinetic energy equation th a t  the maximum transfer of energy 
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Thus, the turbulent stresses which are an indication of the level of turbulence will 
be a m axim um  when the Reynolds stress and mean velocity gradient are maxima.
The tu rbu len t kinetic energy dissipation rates calculated from the com puted and 
the experimentally de te rm ired  velocity fields are presented at x /D  ~4  and x /D  = 
8 for R = 2  (Fig. 5.21) and for R = 4 (Fig. 5.22). The tu rbu len t energy dissipation 
rate is defined as :
The numerical results of the dissipation ra te  c are obtained by solving the transport 
equation of e in the k-r turbulence model. The dissipation rate expressed in this 
equation is difficult to  m easure unless multi-probes are employed. However, an 
approxim ated value of the dissipation rate can be obtained experimentally using 
the isotropic assum ption. The dissipation rate for isotropic flow is defined as :
r -  15v u * f \ \  (5.4)
where u 2 is the longitudinal mean square velocity and Ay is the longitudinal Tay­
lor microscale. The equation implies th a t  the energy dissipation is a small scale 
phenomenon.
Comparisons of calculated dissipation ra te  with m easured values are presented 
in Fig. 5 .21 and Fig. 5.22. T he dissipation rates are normalized with pU */D .  In 
Fig. 5.21 (a) and a t y > 3, the com puted viscous dissipation is greater than  the 
experimentally m easured value. This is probably a result of the calculated tra jec to ­
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The fairly poor agreement is due to the nonhomogeneity in the turbulent velocity 
field. As m entioned in the in troduction, turbulence models including the k-e tur 
bulence cannot yet sufficiently resolve fine scales at practically occuring Reynolds 
nuinbers[5]. W hen modeling the  dissipation rate (Eq. 5.3) tha t eppears  in the exact 
(primitive) transpo rt  equations into a solvable form, the k-c model undos influence 
upon the local mean velocity. This is inappropriate  since the dissipation occurs in 
the finest scales of motion and these fine scales do not reflect the  local mean velocity 
field[63]. T he strong dependency of the dissipation rate on the mean flow field is 
only acceptable at the  low Reynolds num ber flows. Also, the com putational results 
depend on the  assum ption th a t  u 2 =  r 2 = w 1 . This is not the case in the  acual 
flow. Note further th a t  there is an order of m agnitude difference in the  viscous 
dissipation for R = 4 as com pared to  R = 2.
Correlation functions are of fundam ental im portance for the characterization of 
the tu rbu len t s tructure . The autocorrelation function determ ines the length of the 
past history of velocity fluctuations th a t  is related to a  given event. As discussed 
in C hap te r  3, the calculation of the integral length scale and  Taylor microscale 
depends upon the construction of autocorrelation functions of randomly sampled 
velocity fluctuations in the sparsely seeded flow. This construction has been also 
extensively discussed in the li terature  [64-67]. Edwards and Kolodzy[67j developed a 
m ethod  for m easuring unbiased autocorrelation functions in sparsely seeded flows. 
In practice, the autocorreation function is obtained via a transform  m ethod as
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in troduced in C hapter 3.
A utocorrelation functions of the x-direction velocity fluctuations are constructed 
a t two dow nstream  locations (x /D  = 4 and 8) in the  symmetric plane in Fig. 5.23 
for K - 2  and Fig. 5.24 for R = 4 . For R —2 in Fig. 5.23, the sinusoidal behaviour 
of the autocorrelation function is evident at y /D  = 5 both for x /D  = 4 and x /D  
— 8. A similar observation can be made for R = 4 in Fig 5.24 but in this case at 
y /D  = 7. This periodic na tu re  represents the passage of the vortex s tructures 
downstream . This periodic na tu re  also indicates a preserved eddy s truc tu re  in 
this region of flow. The a ttenuation  of the peaks indicates th a t  the strength  of 
the  vortical s tructures  decreases downstream . T he shapes of the autocorrelation 
functions with no noticeable peaks again reinforce the tu rbu len t wake behaviors 
at the points, typically at y /D  = 3 and  x /D  — 8 for R —2. In a fully turbulent 
region, the  velocity fluctuations are random , and thus the correlation functions do 
not exhibit the presence of prefered coherent s tructures.
An im portan t part of the description of the tu rbu len t flow field is the determ i­
nation of the  energy content of wave vectors or frequencies. This can be done by 
reducing the tim e-dependent signal into its harmonic com ponents using a spectrum  
analyzer or o ther transform  m ethods. The spectrum  of instan taneous velocities are 
obtained  by the  Fourier transform  of the autocorrelation function :
S{ J)  = ~  I ^ R ( T ) €Xp ( - j 2 n f r ) d T  (5.5)
The relation is valid only when turbulence in the flow can be considerd a station-
KiRur? ft, 23: AutocorrrlRtion fmictiona for R =2 at z /f)  -  0.0
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Figure 5.24: Autocorrelation functions for R=4 at z /D  = 0.0
ary process[68). Here, a stationary process is defined as the case in which the 
statistical functions describing the random process are time-independent { i.e. the 
autocorrelation function is dependent only on the delay time). The F F T  algorithm 
originally developed by Cooley and Tukey[54] is used. All spectra are calculated 
by a fast Fourier transform of autocorrelaton functions with a 5.0 kHz cut-off fre­
quency. This cut-off frequency appears as a sharp dip in the spectral density at high 
frequency values and therefore the cut-off frequency is sufficiently large to cover the 
frequency range of interest in this study (see Fig. 5.25 for R = 2  and Fig. 5.26 for 
R = 4  ). Spectral functions are plotted as a function of relative spectral density in 
log S ( f )  versus log /  where /  is the frequency. Note the frequencies of the peaks 
in the spectra correspond to the periodicity of the autocorrelation functions, which 
reveal again the passage of the vortical structures. Also, the decay of the spectra 
is compared to Kolmogorov’s “-5 /3  law” in the inertial subrange of the Universal 
Equilibrium Theory[52].
Turbulent scales are of fundamental importance in the characterization of tu r­
bulent flows and also in the formulation of turbulence model. Integral time scales, 
T, are plotted versus the vertical direction, y /D , in the x-y plane of symmetry in 
Fig. 5.27. The integral time scale is an experimental estimate of the largest time 
scale of the turbulent flow field. The magnitude of the time scale increases down­
ward and a ls o  increases downstream at a reduced rate. Also, a higher velocity ratio, 
R, generally results in a higher value of the time scale. Physically, this indicates
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Figure 5.26: Auto*spectral densities for R = 4  at z / D  * 0.0
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th a t  the  wake caused by the jet extends farther downstream.
Integral length scales, L, are graphed versus vertical displacement y /D  in the 
x-y plane of sym m etry  in Fig. 5.28. The integral length scale represents the largest 
turbulent scale in the flow field. As in troduced in C hapter  3 (Eq. 3.15), the integral 
length scale is obtained by integrating the  spatial correlation function up to the 
first zero crossing of the spatial axis. W hen only a one-point m easurem ent system 
is applicable, the spatial correlation function is usually calculated by use of Taylor’s 
hypothesis. The basic tenet of the hypothesis is tha t  a time varing function of any 
statistical property  can be converted to the spatially varing function when the flow 
is s ta tionary  and the  turbulence intensity is not large. Thus, the credibility of the 
Taylor hypothesis is dependent on the local flow situation.
In an a t te m p t  to improve the physical understanding  of the results, the bar 
graphs are also presented in Fig. 5.28. The flow field in the x-y plane of symm etry 
is divided into four distinct region: (1) the wake region, located near the lower wall, 
and  on the leeside of the  je t,  (2) the  en tra inm ent region, where mixing between the 
jet and the free s tream  is dom inant, (3) the central region, serving as a transition 
region between the  wake and en tra inm ent region, and (4) the  free s tream  region, 
located outside the j e t ’s influence. The length scale generally increases as x /D  and R 
increases, and decreases as y /D  increases. The length scale is considerably higher in 
the  wake region and in the  central region than  the free s tream  region. The variations 
of length scales indicate tha t  the flow field is anisotropic and non-homogeneous.
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Figure 5.28: Integral length  scales at z / D  — 0 .0  ; (a) R = 2 ,  (b )  R =  4
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Figure 5.29: Taylor m icroscales at z / D  — 0.0 ; (a )  R = 2 ,  (b )  R =  4
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Profiles of the Taylor microscale, A^, are plotted in Fig. 5.29 as functions of the 
vertical position y /D  for two downstream locations for R = 2 and 4. Physically, 
the Taylor microscale is a measure of the average dimension of the eddies which 
are primarily responsible for energy dissipation. The terminology of the dissipation 
scale or the Taylor microscale aminates from this physical reason. For isotropic 
turbulence[46] :
i _ i / 5 j r k » B( k ) A
\ \  /o ~ £ (k )d k  ' }
where k is a  wave vector of the velocity Auction and f?(k) is the energy spectrum 
function. This expression may be interpreted physically as the ratio of the energy 
dissipation rate of the turbulence to the total turbulent kinetic energy. As \ t 
increases, the dissipation rate therefore decreases. Consider the results shown in 
Fig. 5 .29. The value of Aj increases downward. But, the increasing rate is is slower 
than  the ra te  of the integral scale shown in Fig. 5.28. This implies the relatively 
higher rate of the energy production downward. The Aj- is much more strongly 
influenced by the downstream location, x /D , for the larger velocity ratio, R = 4. 
The microscale consistantly increases with increasing values of x /D  for R =4. The 
microscale of this flow generally ranges from 5 to 40% of the integral scale.
The motivation for determining probability density functions (PD F) in this 
study arises from the non-homogeneous nature of the flow. Before presenting re­
sults, the basic relationship between the probability function and the nature  of the 
non-homogeneous turbulent flow field will be discussed.
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According to  Townsend[3], the probability density function is nearly normal in 
homogeneous turbulence, less normal near the  center of a shear flow, and very far 
from norm al near the  edge of a  free tu rbu len t flow such as a jet. T he departures  are 
of two kinds : (1) skewness of the distribution with non-zero odd movements, and  (2) 
distortion leading to abnormally large values for higher order even movements. The 
skewness of the distributions is connected to the convection of tu rbu len t energy 
by tu rbu len t movements. An abnormally large flatness factor indicates th a t  the 
distribution of the  intensity of the quantity is spotty. The probability function 
also effectively illustrates the  na tu re  of in term itten t tu rbu len t flows or mixing cases 
between two or m ore different types of fluids. The turbulent flow field under study 
contains these two types of flow characteristics.
The probability density function of u (t ) occuring in the range of u t < u(t)  < uj 
is defined by
Prob\u\  < u (/)  < u 2j
r q u )  — hm ------------- r— --------------  f 5-7 1Au-0 Au
where Prob\u\ <  u ( t ) < tt2] is the ratio of total time of u(t)  lying within the window 
A u ( -  u 2 — t t ! ) to  the  to ta l observation time. Experimentally, the  probability density 
functions are calculated from 2560 velocity observations at each location using 16 
bins equally spaced over the 4 <r limits of the d a ta  ( A u  — O.Str).
Fig 5.30 presents the typical probability density functions of the longitudinal 
com ponent of the instantaneous velocities measured at x /D  =  4 in the plane of 
sym m etry  for R = 2 . In Fig. 5.31, similar plots for R ~ 4  at y /D  = 3, 5, and 7 are
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presented. The instantaneous velocity U is nondimensionalized with the mean value 
and  s tandard  deviation. At y /D  =  2 for R —2, the  negatively skewed PDF (skewed 
to the  lower velocity direction) indicates th a t  the  contribution of the slowly moving 
fluid elements of the wake flow is higher than  the contribution of the relatively high 
speed fluid elements of the cross flow. The P D F  profile at y /D  — 5 for R — 
4 ( Fig 5.31) is slightly skewed negatively, indicating th a t  the wake region further 
extends upward with the increasing velocity ratio, compared to the profile for R = 2 
at y /D  = 4.
T he m easured skewness profiles at x /D  = 4 for R = 2 and  4 are shown in 
Fig. 5.32. Recall th a t  the  skewness S u is zero in the isotropic flows. For R —2, 
S u is slightly positive near the bo ttom  wall, changes sign to  become negative and 
then  approaches zero as y /D  increases. For R = 4 , S u is larger and positive initially 
and remains positive farther into the  flow field before eventually becoming nega­
tive. Skewed distributions are typical of flows with strong gradients of turbulence 
intensity. A com parison between the skewness variation and turbulence intensities 
(Fig. 5.20 (a) ) a t  x /D  =  4 for R = 4  provides insight into the na tu re  of the flow. In 
fact, the  shapes of the  curves are identical. Increasing skewness occurs in regions 
of increasing tu rbu len t intensity. Conversely, decreasing skewness parallels flow re­
gions of decreasing turbulent intensity. Outside of the influence of the wake region, 
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F igure 5.30: M easured probability distributions o f  x -com p on en t velocity  at x / D = 4
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Figure 5.31: Measured probability distributions of x-com ponent velocity at x / D  =  4










Figure 5.32: Measured skewness factor profiles of x-com ponent velocity at x / D = 4 .0
and z / D = 0 . 0  for R = 2  and 4
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Figure  5.33: M easured flatness  factor profiles o f  x -com p on en t velocity at x / D  — 4. 0
and  z / D - 0 .0  for R =  2 and 4
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One effect of the inhomogeneous nature of the turbulent intensity is that the 
flatness factor exceeds its normal distribution value of 3.0. Consider the results 
depicted in Fig. 5.33. For R = 4 , the flatness factor Fu becomes exceptionally large 
in the central region of the flow. The location of FUmasr occurs once again at the 
location of and f f U a\  ( see Fig. 5.20 (a) for turbulence value at x /D
V f m a a t
— 4.0). Large flatness factors usually indicate tha t  the distribution of the turbulent 
quantities is spotty. The small scale components of the velocity field are noticeably 
spotty or in term ittent, and the effect is more pronounced the greater the difference 
in sizes between the energy containing and dissipation regions of the spectrum|3). 
Kolmogorov[69] stated th a t  the transfer of energy from large to small eddies by 
a cascade process means th a t  spatial fluctuations in the rate of energy transfer 
from eddies of a  particular size bias the rate of transfer at the next step in the 
cascade. The result is th a t  some parts  of the flow are regions of large dissipation 
while others have a very low rate of dissipation. The consequence is the spottiness 
indicated by large flatness factors values. The flow of a  turbulent jet in a confined 
crossflow dem onstrates the existence of the spottiness described by Townsend and 
Kolmogorov for the region of highest turbulence intensity.
C h ap ter  6 
S u m m ary
An experimental and computational investigation has been made for the tu r ­
bulent flow of the jet in a confined cross flow. The significant results will now be 
summarized.
Detailed mappings of the mean velocities, species concentration and mean vor- 
ticities were made for jet to cross flow velocity ratios (R) equal to 2, 4 and 6. The 
velocity ratio value has a strong influence on the development of the flow field down­
stream and the existence of the jet impingement. For the lower velocity ratio (R = 
2), the jet is bent down rapidly by the cross stream. In this case, no impingement 
occurs on the top wall for the separation of the confining surfaces equal to ten jet 
diameters. For the larger velocity ratios (R = 4 and 6), significant upward mo­
tion continues downstream, and the jet directly impinges on the top wall, and after 
impingement a three-dimensional wall je t- type  flow develops along the top wall.
A wake region exists immediately downstream of the jet discharge and the wake 
region extends further downstream with increasing velocity ratio. Far downstream,
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the fluids in the wake region gradually gain the axial momentum as the cross stream 
carries a higher m om entum  from the outer region to the plane of symmetry. A 
counter*rotating vortex pair is predicted. The vortex structure continues to exist 
after impingement while gradually losing its s trength downstream.
Turbulent intensities and shear stresses were measured at several downstream 
locations in the plane of symmetry. The turbulent flow field is highly anisotropic in 
the initial region. There is a  tendency towards isotropy farther downstream. The 
je t ’s initial condition has a direct influence on the turbulent flow field downstream. 
While the turbulence intensities are not strongly dependent on the velocity ratio, 
the turbulent shear stresses for R = 4  are an order of magnitude higher than those 
for R - 2 .
The s tructured nature  of the turbulent flow field has been documented from 
statistical measurements at two downstream locations (x /D  = 4 and 8) in the plane 
of symmery. The passage of vortical, coherent structures is observed from the 
characteristic behaviors of the autocorrelation functions. Significant variations of 
the integral and Taylor microscales have revealed the strong, anisotopic, and non* 
homogeneous nature  of the turbulent flow field. The turbulent flow field can be 
characterized by large-scale phenonena. The energy generation rate is considerably 
higher than  the dissipation rate of the kinetic energy. Probability density functions, 
skewness and flatness factors point out the large in term ittent and spotty nature of 
the flow field.
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Calculation results were compared to the experimentally determined values. The 
two-equation model generally overestimates the effective value of R. The jet in the 
computational model penetrates further into the outer stream than is the actual 
case. Agreement of mean velocity and turbulent shear stress comparison is only fair 
in the initial region. The agreement improves as the flow field tends towards isotropy 
farther downstream. The relatively coarse grids used, which cannot sufficiently 
resolve the significant variations of varibles in all three-dimensional coordinates, 
are primarily responsible for the difference. Considerable descrepancies between the 
measured and computed dissipation rates are observed. The prim ary reason arises 
in the relatively low resolution of the two equation turbulence model in predicting 
the fine scale turbulence structure.
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